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Abstract
The 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment was created in 1939 to provide field reconnaissance
for 3rd Canadian Infantry Division in the Second World War. Despite being present at a number
of significant engagements, it has been overlooked by historians. Many assumptions have been
made about armoured reconnaissance, including a belief that reconnaissance regiments were
mostly or entirely support units, rather than combat units. This study aims to show that the 7th
played an important role in the combat operations of 3rd Division in Northwest Europe. Building
on the well-established histories of combat units in 3rd Division and First Canadian Army, it
shows that the 7th developed new doctrine and filled a gap in operations between armour and
infantry. On this basis, this study suggests that a closer review is needed of reconnaissance
regiments to understand their full impact on the outcomes of First Canadian Army operations in
Europe.
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Introduction

Much has been written about the Second World War. Books exist covering topics as broad
as the general history of the war and as narrow as a single day or single engagement. Regimental
histories are a topic of growing popularity. These focus primarily on armoured or infantry
combat regiments. Significantly fewer deal with the history of support regiments. Even fewer
have been written with a focus on the divisional reconnaissance regiments in First Canadian
Army.
Reconnaissance regiments were a new development at the time of the Second World War.
The First World War saw the last charges of the cavalry, who were unable to find a place in the
new form of mechanized warfare. Following the war, the cavalry were by and large shifted into
armoured regiments. Most of these were standard tank units, but a few were designated as
armoured field reconnaissance, and were given armoured cars. The 17th Duke of York Royal
Canadian Hussars were the last cavalry unit in Canada to sell off their horses and be converted.
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The regiment, parts of which had existed since the War of 1812, was re-designated the 7th
Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in 1939.
The 7th was assigned to 3rd Canadian Infantry Division, for the purpose of reconnoitring
the divisional advance. They were present in some way at every major 3rd Division engagement:
Juno Beach, the capture of Caen, closing the Falaise Gap, the encirclement of Calais and
Boulogne, clearing the Scheldt Estuary and so on. However, their presence is often summed up
in a sentence or two, or not mentioned at all. In the official history of First Canadian Army in
Northwest Europe, Charles Stacey mentions 7th Recce eight times over 643 pages, sometimes
for as little as a sentence. 1 The only existing work that focuses solely on the activities of the 7th
throughout the war was written by Walter G. Pavey, a Captain in the regiment who wrote the
book shortly after the war. While the book is valuable in many ways, sometimes offering crucial
details on the nature of an engagement, it has many flaws. Portions of it are lifted verbatim from
the war diary. It is also short, and less than half of it is concerned with combat, as the first section
discusses the regiment in Canada and England. Though frustrating at times, Pavey’s writing
makes sense. The book was first and foremost written for the men who served in the regiment,
rather than as an authoritative tome for outsiders to learn from.
Most of the remaining literature treats reconnaissance in a similar manner as Stacey. Why
is this the case? Pavey best explained why very few histories have attempted to follow and learn
from reconnaissance regiments in the Second World War:
…[U]nlike an Infantry Battalion or an Armoured Regiment, [a reconnaissance regiment] operated with few
exceptions, as independent Squadrons working in close conjunction with the various Brigades of the Division.
Sometimes, as in the case of the Contact Detachments and the Beach Group, it sent special parties of Officers and

1

C. P. Stacey, The Victory Campaign (Ottawa: The Queen’s Printer and Controller of Stationary, 1960)
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Men to do special work for the G.O.C. Therefore, to cover all the various actions participated in by members of the
Regiment, it becomes necessary to deal with these groups individually.2

Squadrons were broken up into Troops, and a Troop could have as few as ten men. Getting a
complete picture of a reconnaissance regiment’s activities, therefore, can be extremely difficult.

Diagram of 7th Reconnaissance Regiment Organization

Because of this, certain assumptions have been made about 7th Recce, and other
regiments like it. Firstly, that they had a clearly defined role within the structure of the army.
Secondly, that they were only reconnaissance, and did not contribute in any significant way (or at
all) to infantry or armoured combat. Thirdly, they had solid doctrine and understood how to fill
their defined role. Finally, because they had a limited, clearly defined role, they did not make
Walter G. Pavey, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in World War II (Montreal: Harpell’s Press,
1948) 39.
2
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significant or notable contributions the same way an individual infantry regiment might—if they
had, surely the vast body of literature on the subject would have mentioned it in some detail.
Each of these assumptions are incorrect. Though the term “armoured field
reconnaissance” seems clear enough, it was a completely new concept in 1939. It was loosely
based on cavalry scouting, but the cavalry had had a whole host of jobs beyond that. Armour
itself did not yet have a clear role. (It was more mobile than infantry, but what was it best used
for? Defensively? Offensively? Where was it beneficial to use it? Detrimental?) Armoured field
reconnaissance was a clear role, but this role did not explain how it fit in the context of the army.
In many ways, because it was a new role, the regiments responsible for armoured field
reconnaissance had to write the rulebook while engaged in operations. Secondly, while the 7th
was a reconnaissance regiment, they were repeatedly and frequently used in a quasi-infantry
combat capacity. They cleared outposts, prevented German troops from consolidating, and were
often tasked with capturing strategic positions such as bridges. They also worked in support of
infantry and armoured brigades, “shooting in” the infantry or reinforcing them as necessary. In
fact, it was only because of their infantry experience that they were able to successfully operate
as a reconnaissance regiment.
This brings us to the third point, that of having clear doctrine. The regiment had to invent
tactics and strategies practically on the fly, while under the pressures of combat. This facet of
armoured reconnaissance has been greatly under-researched in the historical community.
Because there was no clear doctrine, the 7th were in many ways free to improvise, creating an
adaptable force that could easily be used to fill any necessary role at any time. This was a highly
valuable asset in combat, and allowed the reconnaissance regiment to make significant
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contributions to a number of battles. The fourth and final assumption many historians make was
that regiments like the 7th did not have any impact on the usual flow of battle. This is untrue.
Though historians have not chosen to focus on the combat roles of reconnaissance regiments,
they certainly existed. During the battle to close the Falaise Gap, for example, the 7th handled a
significant action at the Laison River that allowed the infantry to cross and continue the
operation. The 7th operated as both an independant combat force and in cooperation with
infantry regiments and brigades.
It is the goal of this work to disprove these assumptions and to explore the way 7th
Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment developed doctrine on the fly. Regimental policies dating as
far back as 1941 helped shape their combat readiness. Constant reassessment of equipment—
including the armoured cars themselves—allowed the regiment to be as adaptable as possible,
ready to fill either infantry or reconnaissance roles. The regiment’s significant experience as
infantry or quasi-infantry gave it the ability to create a solid combat force that was consistently
utilized by 3rd Canadian Infantry Division. To cover the whole history of the 7th in the level of
detail available requires a much longer work than this. Therefore, this work seeks only to
examine the development of the regiment from D-Day through the end of the Battle of the
Scheldt Estuary on November 2nd, 1944. Limiting our analysis to this short period allows us to
examine the regiment’s activities at a suitable depth, while also seeing the regiment’s patterns of
learning. From this section, we are able to extrapolate an understanding of armoured field
reconnaissance in the context of First Canadian Army in Northwest Europe.
Much of the work done here relies on war diaries and their appendices. While there has
been evidence of war diary fabrication in the past, the war diaries of the 7th are generally
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collaborated with a number of other sources, including maps, message logs, and after action
reports. The commanding officer of the 7th, Lieutenant-Colonel T. C. Lewis, was noted to be a
man devoted to his duty, and wrote the war diaries personally. In addition to the diaries and their
assorted appendices, there are three multipage reports that go into extreme detail and have been
invaluable. Written in July, September, and October, they show the progression of the regiment’s
doctrine, tactics, and equipment, offering insight into the regiment’s development. Several
interviews and letters from surviving members of the regiment have also been used to
corroborate the details of more official sources.
This work also relies heavily on maps and pictures. Discovered in the microfilm of the
1944 war diaries was a collection of regimental maps of France, Belgium, and Holland. These
maps have the original grid coordinates used by the regiment, allowing us to see precisely where
they ended each day. In addition, a collection of unpublished photographs taken by a sergeant
with the regiment were given to the author. Many of these photos were taken immediately after
major engagements, and offer useful clues about equipment and location. When used in
combination with the war diary and other written sources, these maps and pictures allow an
unusual degree of certainty in regards to the 7th’s location(s) and their activities in Europe.
Though it has not always been possible to place every individual Troop, enough detail has been
uncovered to tell the story of a regiment that flew in the face of expectations and became one of
3rd Division’s most valuable assets.
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Chapter 1: Normandy

The Second World War, and particularly the campaign in Normandy, provided unique
challenges to Canadian armoured field reconnaissance. For one thing, armoured reconnaissance
was a new role in the army, though field reconnaissance itself was not. With the advantages of
airpower, there were questions about the usefulness of field reconnaissance beyond what
regiments might be able to discover themselves with a forward patrol. After all, by the time of DDay, Allied airpower was greatly superior to that of the Germans, and enjoyed an ability to
collect aerial images and photography at a far greater success rate than during the First World
War.
In addition, the Second World War, with very limited exceptions, had none of the
trenches and barbed wire no-man’s-lands which had made personal reconnaissance almost
impossible. This meant foot patrols could, in theory, be sent forward and learn enough to inform
the assault of each individual company. When combined with aerial photographs, having a
regiment per division devoted to just field reconnaissance seemed to be somewhat redundant.
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Very early in the planning stages however, cooler heads prevailed and pointed out several
advantages to maintaining reconnaissance regiments in the army. Firstly, aerial reconnaissance,
while extremely useful, had two key limitations. In poor weather, planes could not take off or fly
safely, and even a light ground fog could impact their ability to take accurate photos of the
situation below. In addition, the bocage territory of coastal northern France severely curtailed
aerial observation powers. One study suggested that by making good use of the bocage for
camouflage and protection from aerial bombardment, the Germans were able to reduce the
effectiveness of Allied air power in Normandy “by up to 75%.”3 This included the ability to hide
88mm guns, arguably the most powerful defensive tool in the German arsenal, from aerial
detection. With a range far beyond most tanks and personal arms, 88mm guns could also easily
escape detection from individual company patrols. Thus, a mobile armoured reconnaissance unit
was necessary to fill these gaps and help develop the clearest picture of the field possible.
The 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment first arrived in England in September of
1941 as part of 3 Canadian Infantry Division (3 CID). A few months later, on November 29th, a
report was submitted with several requests. The first and most important of these was for men
and officers of the “right type” to be trained with the regiment—and for these men to remain
with the unit “after they have been trained for reconnaissance work,” rather than being returned
to the main Armoured Corps.4 It was also requested that an officer liaison be posted at the
Canadian Armoured Corps Training Centre in Canada in order to ensure that high quality leadfrom-the-front style officers be directed to the regiment as necessary. It was felt that these
Carlo D’Este, Decision in Normandy (Old Saybrook, Connecticut: Konecky & Konecky Military Books,
2001) kobo ebook edition, 2005: 181.
3

4

Reconnaissance Units, 29 Nov 41, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3, Volume 12532, File 6/7 RECCE R/1
ORGANDADMIN—7 RECCE REGT, The Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC.
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changes were “just as much in the interest of the Infantry Divisions to which the Reconnaissance
units are attached, as it is for the Reconnaissance Units themselves.” 5 Having specialized, highly
trained personnel was essential in creating an effective unit in a largely untried role.
Two years later, planning for Operation Overlord had begun, and by December 1943,
training was well underway. Armoured reconnaissance doctrine was still developing at this time,
but now had some experience from North Africa and Sicily to draw on. While both these theatres
of operations had vastly different terrain than northwestern France, one valuable lesson had been
learned. To successfully recce a front, different Squadrons from the regiment had to operate
independently while remaining in communication with each other. Missing a Squadron would
severely limit their ability to patrol the front. Plans called for Overlord to be a quick sweep
inwards on a broad front; having a broad reconnaissance footprint would be essential for this
thrust. As such, a temporary increment was assigned to the regiment. This increment was
“provided to bring 7 CDN Recce Regt up to strength upon provision of a contact [detachment]
from this unit to serve [3 CID] during its employment as an assault formation” and in the first
days following the invasion.6 The increment allowed the 7th to maintain Squadron strength after
the landing, and also to continue with “specialist training” in inter-unit cooperation while the
contact detachment trained for the amphibious landings. 7

5

Reconnaissance Units, 29 Nov 41.

Message from CANMILITARY to 7 CDN RECCE, 29 Dec 43, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3, Volume
12532, File 6/7 RECCE R/1 ORGANDADMIN—7 RECCE REGT, The Department of National Defence
Fonds, LAC.
6

7

Message from P. J. Montague to A. G. L. McNaughton, 21 Dec 43, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3, Volume
12532, File 6/7 RECCE R/1 ORGANDADMIN—7 RECCE REGT, The Department of National Defence
Fonds, LAC.
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No. 1 Increment was officially disbanded on July 26th, 1944, after the contact
detachment reverted to regimental control.8 Some of the increment’s men were reabsorbed into
the regiment, where they offered valuable field-tested experience. Most of the regiment had been
in France for some time, but they had arrived in a staggered fashion and had little experience
working cohesively as a regiment under real battle conditions. Others from the increment were
directed to rear HQ for 3rd Division, where they offered insight on the utilization of armoured
reconnaissance. Still others became part of a reinforcement pool or were directed to other areas
of the army. In this way, the lessons learned by the 7th in the initial month and a half of the
Normandy Campaign were disseminated throughout First Canadian Army. But what were these
lessons?
The Normandy Invasion was carefully planned. Each regiment that was to participate had
an assigned role and clear goals. Primary historical focus has been placed on so-called “battle
regiments” that had combat roles in the operation, such as the Regina Rifles, but a great many
support troops were also essential to the success of the plan. Engineering groups were
responsible for clearing underwater obstacles, mines, and other beach booby-traps, in addition to
filling in craters and other duties. The Royal Canadian Corps of Signals was also an integral part
of the plan, responsible for maintaining communications as the landings began and laying
telephone lines once the beaches had been taken. The 7th Reconnaissance Regiment was given a
similar supporting role for the invasion: they provided a contact detachment with wireless

8

Disbandment Order 27 Jul, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3, Volume 12532, File 6/7 RECCE R/1
ORGANDADMIN—7 RECCE REGT, The Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC.
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communications, and were to “see that the Divisional commander was kept informed at all
times” of how battalions were progressing on the beaches. 9
On June 6th, 1944, a contingent of 3rd Division went ashore at Juno Beach. Amongst
them were two contact detachments of ten officers each and “forty other ranks” from 7th
Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, landed with 7th Canadian Infantry Brigade (7 CIB).10
Initially, this group was scheduled to land on D+4, with only a contact detachment of five
officers going ashore on the 6th.11 However, the work that the 7th was to do was deemed too
important to wait for four days, and the two groups were reassigned to land during the invasion
itself. A delayed newspaper report from the front reported the detachment was now “to carry out
reconnaissance and report to divisional headquarters and Maj.-Gen. Keller on the situation
during the vital first few hours.” 12 More specifically, they were to locate exits from the beaches
as they became available (free of sea walls, mines, etc.) and direct division traffic through these
exits when possible.13 These men, who had “similar work” over the next few days, became what
the newspaper called “Keller’s front-line leg men,” gathering information so that 3rd Division
could direct their attacks.14

9

Stacey, The Victory Campaign, 82.

Lieutenant-Colonel T. C. Lewis, “June 6, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment
(17 D.Y.R.C.H.), June-September 1944, Textual Records, RG 24-C-3 Volume 14217, Microfilm Reel
T-12660, The Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC: 2-3.
10

11

Sailing Tables, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3 Volume 10912, File 235C3.023 (D5), LAC.

12

“Invasion Line Leg Men Wired ‘Recce’ Report,” The Globe and Mail, June 30th, 1944.

13

Pavey, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in World War II, 39.

14

“Invasion Line Leg Men Wired ‘Recce’ Report.”
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Like other units that stormed the beaches, the 7th took casualties. The war diary reported
that “considering the nature of their tasks the casualties were light.”15 As we shall see, the nature
of the role of the 7th and the early experiences of the unit in action helped to create a narrative of
generally light casualties in all but officer ranks. Initial casualties for D-Day were reported at one
killed, one missing, and two recovering from “battle exhaustion” after being thrown from a
vehicle due to 88mm fire. 16 17 This gives the landing party a total incidence of just under 6.6%—
indeed, a lower rate than most other units involved in this action, and the lowest number of
casualties for a combat landing party.18
The article that appeared in the Globe and Mail at the end of June which described
“Keller’s leg men” also specified that many of the officers from the beach groups had been
specifically attached to infantry regiments, brigade headquarters, and divisional headquarters.
According to the article, “Each officer landed with a wireless operator and was followed by an
NCO with a second operator.”19 The groups were primarily responsible for communicating with
each other and ensuring reconnaissance information made it from the front to the divisional
headquarters. The official list takes it one step further, adding ranks as well. A lieutenant, a
corporal, and two troopers were each assigned to 9 CIB HQ, the Queen’s Own Rifles, the
Highland Light Infantry of Canada, the Regina Rifles, the North Shore Regiment, the Stormont

15

“June 6, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, 3.

16

“June 6, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, 3.

17

It is worth noting that the official history by C. P. Stacey lists total D-Day casualties for the 7th as only
3 in his table of June 6th casualties from the Department of Veteran’s Affairs, rather than the war diary’s
listed 4. Either way, the total is very low.
18

Stacey, The Victory Campaign, 650.

19

“Invasion Line Leg Men Wired ‘Recce’ Report.”
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Dundas & Glengarry Highlanders, the Royal Winnipeg Rifles, the North Nova Scotia
Highlanders, and a reserve detachment.20 Similar groups, but with two extra troopers, were
assigned to 8 CIB and 7 CIB, where the bulk of the regiment would be assigned when they
arrived. Divisional HQ had a detachment as well, with an additional sergeant.21 All of these
groups needed to be able to communicate quickly and efficiently, with an understanding of the
overall picture, so that Keller and other commanders could make the appropriate decisions. One
man, Lieutenant Terrance Brunstrom, did so well in this role that he was mentioned in dispatches
and awarded a Military Cross for the “matter of fact manner” in which he “directed traffic… and
personnel under direct [Machine Gun] and Mortar fire… inspiring a similar disregard in the
troops… [B]y sheer example [he] inspired everyone in his sector [and] his beach was almost
always clear of traffic troubles.”22 Managing traffic might not have been a glamorous job, but it
was clearly important, and the 7th managed this task well.
This sort of reporting and communications experience was extra valuable when the
regiment was again together. For all the training the regiment had undergone in England, keeping
communications—and especially radio communications—open and reporting only on necessary
details in battlefield conditions was a completely different sort of beast. Radio communications
were frequently interrupted, either by distance, damage to the radio sets, the killing of operators,
or even bad weather. If the regiment wanted to be effective in their forward role, they needed to
learn to cope with these problems.
20

Pavey, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in World War II, 42.

21

Pavey, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in World War II, 42.

22

“Recommendation for Commendation,” 7th Reconnaissance Regiment (17th Duke of York’s Royal
Canadian Hussars), Textual Records, RG 24-C-3, Volume 14217, File 1102, Microfilm Reel T-12261,
The Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC: 168.
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Though the first group of the 7th landed on D-Day, the rest of the regiment was slow to
follow. Original sailing tables had broken the 7th up into five sailings, with the earliest meant to
be in the beachhead on D+4—this was the original contact detachment, which had been moved
up in the plan, discussed above. The remaining three sailings would occur roughly every four
days, until the final group sailed on D+17 (June 23rd).23 While the remaining troops had been
marched to the muster point at Southern Command on June 10th, they were in large part stalled
there. This was a result of two things: firstly, the beachheads had clogged. Initial pushes from the
beaches had fallen far short of planned targets. What little space had successfully been carved
out was full of traffic jams, and adding a mechanized unit to this situation would not help resolve
it. Secondly, a massive storm in the Channel greatly reduced the ability of ships to sail and
ruined several of the Mulberries, artificial harbours meant to expand shipping and landing
capabilities. Walter G. Pavey, a Captain with the regiment who later wrote its history, noted also
the “low priority [of the regiment] on the landing list.”24 This though seems not to have
contributed to the delays as much as he believed. The only sailings that were significantly
delayed were the final two, both of which were to occur during the “Great Gale.” These were
delayed almost a month, but in large part due to the need to repair shipping and landing
capabilities, rather than any apparent priority list.
Despite these delays, the 7th slowly began to trickle into Normandy. As they did so, the
war diary began to record casualties, mostly in passing, an indication that at least some of the
regiment was seeing action—what action they saw during this consolidation period remains

23

Sailing Tables.

24

Pavey, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment in World War II, 35.
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largely unclear. Individual reports point to small patrols or simply remaining attached to 7 CIB
and presumably acting as supporting troops. The war diary records only that casualties happened,
preferring to devote space to the inter-regimental baseball tournament that occurred in England
as they awaited their turn to travel.25 Whatever specific actions—if any—were seen at this time
was largely irrelevant to the overall success of the regiment later on in the war. What was
important was that troops, and particularly officers, were beginning to get some experience under
fire. Two officers who were with the beach group returned to England on the 21st of June,
bringing with them their battle experience; Major W. C. Bowen went with the next portion of the
regiment to leave for France, and Major C. W. McLean was temporarily attached to No. 12 C. B.
R. G. [Canadian Base Reinforcement Group].26 Major McLean also attended the final sailing of
the remainder of the 7th as acting commander for the landing, offering insight from his
experience in the initial D-Day landings.27
This movement of Major McLean to No. 12 C. B. R. G. proved valuable. By the end of
the Normandy Campaign, 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment was operating in a highly
specialized capacity. Like all units in France, the regiment suffered casualties, often at an uneven
rate—they might take no casualties for several days, and then have multiple armoured cars taken
out in a single day of action, resulting in mass casualties. As a result, there was no way to predict
when or how many casualties the unit would need to replace at any time, and the nature of their
reconnaissance role meant that infantry and even generalized armoured troops could not

25

“June 14, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, 5.

26

“June 21, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, 7.

27

“June 21, 1944,” War Diary of 7 Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, 7.
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successfully fill the role without specialized training. This was the first of many recorded
instances of the need for battlefield experience in training and operating commanders.
No. 12 C. B. R. G. was a training and reinforcement group stationed in France. 28 Note
that unlike many training depots in England, this position in France specifically trained crews for
“tanks, armoured cars, and special purpose tanks.”29 Major McLean, who had several weeks of
active battle experience, was able to provide some of the specialized training that reinforcements
designated for the 7th would need. This system of training troops in France, only a few days
behind the active front lines, meant “it was possible to continue training the crews of armoured
fighting vehicles until just prior to entering battle.” 30 By recognizing the need to provide a trainer
with battle experience in a reconnaissance regiment, First Canadian Army was able to ensure that
specialized armoured units received adequate reinforcements who could immediately operate
within the needs of the regiment. This in some ways echoed the earlier decision to create a
specialized echelon to ensure that all three Squadrons of the 7th could train together; despite
limited experience and the relative newness of armoured reconnaissance, it was understood that
these troops needed different skills than either standard infantry or armour.
These “Reinforcement Increments” for the 7th were trained in groups of one captain per
eight lieutenants and seventy seven other ranks at the beginning of this process. 31 During the late
planning stages of the Normandy invasion, this was deemed a sufficient number to replace likely
Major R. B. Oglesby, Report No. 53: Canadian Organization in Theatres of Operations, 1939-1945,
June 1952, Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC. Downloaded from http://publications.gc.ca/
collections/collection_2016/mdn-dnd/D63-5-53-1952-eng.pdf on October 7th, 2018: 15-16.
28

29

Oglesby, Report No. 53: Canadian Organization in Theatres of Operations, 1939-1945, 16.

30

Oglesby, Report No. 53: Canadian Organization in Theatres of Operations, 1939-1945, 16.

31

Administrative Order No. 43, Textual Records, RG-24-C-3, Volume 12469, File 6/3 DIV/1, The
Department of National Defence Fonds, LAC: 1-2.
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initial casualties. Despite having almost the same number of officers per increment, the 7th had
less than half the “other ranks” of infantry regiments (which generally had nine officers and
either 157 or 158 other ranks per increment).32 The increment also had less other ranks than
similar armoured regiments (which generally had seven to nine officers and 90 other ranks). 33
Since the 7th was not expected to be a “fighting unit” it had less replacements assigned to its
training group. While the estimates for other ranks needs were mostly sufficient, the estimates
for officers proved to be almost wholly incorrect.
It is important to recall that Canadian estimates for reinforcements were based on British
numbers, which had been gained from much different experience. Carlo D’Este perhaps explains
the problem best in Decision in Normandy. While estimates for total casualties and needed
reinforcements were “fairly accurate,” estimates for where those casualties would occur in the
army were grossly incorrect.34 Armoured regiments as a whole in Normandy had only about a
7% casualty rate, less than half of the projected 15%.35 It was therefore easy to ensure that
general duty roles were filled, as there was a surplus of trained other ranks. Officers however
were harder to come by, particularly given the “lead from the front” style that the regiment
favoured and began training for in 1941.
The experience of the 7th was not different from other regiments in this regard.
Casualties for the unit as a whole were much lighter than expected, as with other armoured
regiments. However, casualties within the unit were not sustained equally, and this created
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imbalances in needed reinforcements and shortages of critical roles. Of the 50 fatal casualties the
regiment sustained between June 6th and August 31st, 19 of them (38%) were officers and
N.C.Os. Another report stated that “the allotment of re-inf of tradesmen… is far too small.
Almost all casualties will be to [drivers] and operators” and “very few” would occur amongst
general personnel.36 It should be noted that most drivers were also NCOs. Without appropriate
technical reinforcements, trained in operating the armoured cars in complex terrain and under
fire, the work of the regiment would eventually come to a halt. This was unacceptable, and
recommendations were made to immediately increase the 7th’s allotment of drivers and other
technical positions.37
In the early stages of the campaign, the responsibilities of the 7th extended beyond
reconnaissance. These involved maintaining communications between themselves and 3rd
Division, as well as facilitating communications between other units. Radios were the primary
communication, and the regiment used Wireless Set No. 19 in their armoured cars, as these had
three channels: one for long range communication, one for short range communication, and one
for crew communication over the noise of the car itself. These channels could also receive and
send messages simultaneously, providing the most efficient means of communication.38 This was
essential, in order to coordinate action between multiple Troops or Squadrons while reporting to
HQ. Patrol cars were also equipped with a field telephone line to established observation posts.
When German shelling severed telephone lines, it was the responsibility of the nearest contact
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detachment to repair them. 39 Even without communicating directly, the 7th was involved in
ensuring communication was not interrupted between groups of 3 CID.
The regiment’s initial time in Normandy can be difficult to trace. The rear headquarters
and elements of C Squadron were the last portion of the regiment to be deployed. As such, the
war diary may at once record that casualties were occurring, and then proceed to give much
greater detail on the regimental baseball competitions. While perhaps not useful in seeking to
develop a clear picture of what was happening at this time in France, this does reveal one key
piece of information. Like many other units at this time, the 7th did not have the benefit of any
real battlefield experience. Even most very senior officers had little or no real combat
experience. Battlefield conditions were not concerning, simply because no one yet understood
how difficult and complex they were.
A perfect example of this can be found in the execution of Operation Epsom. The
operation, which took place between June 26th and 30th, 1944, was one of the first major actions
in which the 7th participated.40 No mention of Epsom is ever recorded in the war diary, save for a
sentence expressing that “Second Echelon reported three more “B” Squadron casualties” on June
27th.41 The diary gives their names, but no mention of how or where they were wounded. The
entry for June 27th goes on to express the results of the regimental baseball game in much
greater detail. On the one hand, this is of course problematic. How can the reconnaissance
gathering of a regiment designed for the purpose go completely unrecorded by its own men, and
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generally unnoticed by other units in the action? The answer lies in the fact that for most of the
Normandy Campaign, and certainly almost all of it that occurred while the regiment was divided,
the 7th was not utilized as a reconnaissance unit. Instead, they operated with the infantry, usually
as an attachment to 7 CIB, or holding previously captured positions when infantry regiments
were needed elsewhere. As late as July 26th, a report was submitted stating that it had “been
impossible yet to properly deploy the Recce Regt” in armoured reconnaissance, rather than
infantry or infantry support.42
It was in the preliminary stages of the battle for Carpiquet and the airfield there that the
regiment was drawn upon as true reconnaissance for one of the first times (though the operation
remained limited in scope). The operational order came from 7 CIB, and stated simply “Would
the 17th send in an armoured car or two and some carriers just to make sure” that information
about previous German positions was still accurate. 43 Prior to this patrol, the regiment had been
operating in an infantry capacity in La Villeneuve, patrolling the nearby areas and ensuring there
could be no German buildup for a counterattack.44 The patrol was made up of “one sec of
carriers, one armd car patrol and one sec of assault” troops, a combination of vehicles designed
to give both high mobility and strong defensive capabilities in the event of an encounter with the
enemy.45
The patrol was accompanied by a reporter who recorded in detail how it operated, though
the report was delayed in publication by almost two weeks. In a surprisingly candid tone, the
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article conveyed a typical reconnaissance encounter. It appears to be the only surviving account
of the reconnoitring of Carpiquet before the infantry attack. The patrol advanced for at least 200
yards beyond the start line before being fired upon by three different machine guns, which were
attacked by the assault troop in the lead carrier. Escaping German infantrymen were fired upon
by the lieutenant leading the patrol, who later said that his actions had been “a bit risky[,] but
what else was a fellow to do?” 46 Following this, there was an exchange of grenades, as the lead
car attempted to help the embattled carrier against the machine guns. Unfortunately, the carrier
had to be abandoned, and the patrol sustained their first and only casualty. The unnamed driver
of the carrier was wounded, the result of a grenade that could not be thrown back in time, but
was successfully evacuated. In all, the patrol discovered the locations of 4 machine gun nests, 2
mortar posts, and a German platoon that was consolidating in the area.47 This information was
passed back to Brigade HQ, and helped to shape the planned approach for the following day.
The regiment was given an important role in the battle to capture Caen itself as well: if
possible, they were to capture the bridges in the centre of town before they were destroyed by the
increasingly desperate and retreating Germans. They were to make this approach through the
highway that passed by the outlying suburb of St. Germain-la-Blanche-Herbe. They were also to
operate in tandem with the Inns of Court Regiment, a British armoured car regiment.48 They
began by passing the advance Canadian infantry, which had just begun to engage with the
German rearguard. On this instance, they had to recall orders: “[the infantry] were only about
fifty yards away, and we wanted to go in and help them but then we remembered our job was to
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investigate the city itself, and make for the bridges.”49 They left the infantry behind and pressed
on. They reached as far as St. Germain-la-Blanche-Herbe before they were stopped for the night
by uncleared mines and snipers. 50
Though the cars did not reach the bridges until the 9th of July, it seems fair to say they
were the first Canadian forces to enter Caen proper. A newspaper article written in France on
July 9th and published on August 31st claimed that “armoured cars of the 17th Duke of York’s
Canadian Hussars also shared in the advance on Caen, moving into the city alongside a famous
British cavalry regiment.”51 Stacey here hedges his bets and states that “the armoured cars had
been little if at all in advance of the [Canadian] infantry,” in particular referencing the Dundas
and Glengarry Highlanders. 52 However, an official report stated that “patrols did succeed in
reaching the bridges well before the Inf and cut off and shot up a large number of retreating
Germans.”53 Gerald Clark, a war correspondent for The Standard (a Montreal based paper) who
was attached to the 7th, wrote that their armoured cars “were the first Canadians to reach the
centre of Caen, just a few minutes after the Germans had withdrawn.” 54 Unfortunately, as the
regimental headquarters was at that moment making last minute preparations to depart England,
the war diary offers nothing on the capture of Caen, but it seems fair to acknowledge that the
regiment was widely considered to be the first Canadian troops in Caen.
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While in Caen, the 7th found that all the bridges “were either blown or strongly held” and
thus they were not successful in crossing the river and exploiting southwards, as they had been
directed to do.55 In addition, “the Germans had charged the spans well in advance,” so even when
they retreated, they could demolish bridges as soon as they had withdrawn.56 The 7th were able
to begin to force a German retreat from these bridges, and prevented small groups of German
troops from consolidating in Caen proper. At the same time as this operation, the 7th also sent
heavy car patrols through Bretteville Sur Odon towards the Orne River to recce for bridges there.
They did not make it to the Orne, but did manage to locate several crossings of the Odon River
and held them until the infantry arrived. Perhaps most interestingly, cars from the 7th also
reached Maltot, some ten kilometres southwest of Caen. There, they “did much to harry the
Boche and threaten his flanks and rear.” 57 In this they perhaps most resembled the cavalry
regiment they had once been; by operating as a mobile quasi-infantry force, they were able to
prevent the Germans from reconsolidating and mounting a counter attack, not just against Caen
but against the area in general. This aggressive, pre-emptive action, rather than the more passive
patrols in which the regiment simply identified enemy positions, was extremely effective. Over
the course of the Normandy Campaign, the regiment began to utilize this tactic more and more.
Members of the 7th also participated in a “seize and hold” style operation during the
battle for Caen and the surrounding area. As noted above, all the bridges in Caen, and most
around it, had been destroyed in order to hinder the Allied advance and to give the German
troops time to consolidate in their retreat. At some point during the battle, a reconnaissance
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patrol from the regiment, the origin of which is unclear, reported a bridge at Le Mesnil had not
yet been destroyed. Working in combination with each other, an assault troop and a scout troop
took the bridge.58 At one point, they held both the bridge and the rail yard approximately a
kilometre south. However, they were “ordered to withdraw at midnight” after no one arrived to
relieve them. 59 In all probability, there were no infantry units available to cover the bridge at this
time; the battle for Caen and area lasted four days, with extremely heavy fighting throughout the
first night. This did not prevent a report released two weeks later from observing that “this small
operation was well handled” and the assault troop could have remained in place until such time
as an infantry unit became available, especially given their experience operating as quasiinfantry.60
On the 13th of July, the convoy carrying the last half of the regiment made landfall in
France. This group included the 6 pound guns assigned to the regiment to help when they
encountered tanks. Over the next two days, vehicles—including replacement vehicles for those
which had been damaged over the past month—were unloaded and assembled, and the
regimental convoy began to move forward. By the 16th, “the regiment was once again complete”
and ready for action.61 They didn’t have long to wait. The same day, the order was given to move
in and relieve 7 CIB in the Caen area. 18th Canadian Armoured Car Regiment was attached to
the 7th, and the 7th “was made completely responsible for the protection and control of the entire
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Caen area.”62 Though portions of the regiment had been operating in the Caen area already, they
had to consolidate, and they were now taking over the area completely, as opposed to just
lending their strength in an infantry role. The first night as a full regiment was “frightening,” as
men were unused to bombardment, but everyone “kept low in the trenches” and there were no
casualties.63
Only a few days later, “A” Squadron for the first time performed a manoeuvre that would
become key to successful reconnoitring of enemy forces. This was to “pass through” 7 CIB “in
order to recce the front” beyond the brigade.64 Though this manoeuvre was usually preformed
with only one squadron, it sometimes utilized multiple squadrons or even the whole regiment,
depending on the nature of the situation at the front. Passing through a larger group involved
each armoured car moving independently, usually going immediately into patrol once it had
reached the front and only consolidating later at dark. However, this was not always successful.
Because the regiment operated with little support, when strong enemy resistance was found in
front of a brigade, they would be pulled back so as not to make themselves targets. This
uncertainty stemmed from a lack of experience; as the regiment continued to gain experience,
they were recalled less and less often.
Despite its allotted role as a reconnaissance regiment, the 7th did little in the way of
actual wide-scale reconnaissance for most of the Normandy Campaign. This was in part due to
terrain, and the compact nature of the first weeks of the fighting; the Canadian army was
compressed into a small area, sometimes going days without gaining significant ground. If the
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front line didn’t move, there was limited need for exploring beyond it. The 7th however did not
relax in the back, waiting to be put into the picture. Instead, they were utilized in infantry roles,
something which continued all the way to the end of the war. Paradoxical as it sounds, this
infantry role was perhaps the single greatest contributor to their success as a reconnaissance
regiment.
One of the best examples of this was July 18th, when “A Squadron was called upon” to
protect 7 CIB “with its Humbers’ firepower” while 7 CIB consolidated and launched an attack.65
Another note on July 25th indicated that C Squadron had been attached to 9 CIB in order to
provide additional firepower in an infantry role for the attack on Tilly-la-Campagne (the
squadron was not called upon, but remained attached to 9 CIB in case it was needed for another
two days).66 A report the following day on the employment of the regiment to date began by
noting that “In the main the Regt has been used as Inf.”67 It is interesting to note that this usage
of the regiment as infantry was only partially due to the limited space and initially small
beachhead. In much greater part, the regiment was employed in an infantry capacity “at the
request of the CO,” Lieutenant-Colonel Thomas Cripps Lewis.68 Lewis requested this to allow
the regiment to gain “a great deal of battle experience which it might otherwise not have
obtained.”69 When operating as infantry, the regiment could be employed in a practical form of
training. In the holding operation around Caen, as well as in other areas, the regiment had been
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used for night patrols, mostly carried out on foot. This was considered “excellent training” for
the regiment.70 Having this infantry experience proved to be extremely valuable for several other
reasons also.
Firstly, it gave the regiment a clear understanding of what information was actually useful
to the infantry. Terrain features, such as hills, streams, or wooded areas were important to note,
as they would affect the movement of the infantry. This information, useful as it was, could in
large part be determined by simple forward patrols in combination with aerial reconnaissance.
However, there was information that could best—or sometimes only—be obtained by armoured
reconnaissance, such as the location of 88mm guns hidden in copses in the bocage, invisible to
aerial cameras. In addition, patrols could determine the “feeling” of an area they were
reconnoitring. Were the German troops holding a position alert? How quickly did they notice the
armoured vehicles, and what kind of response did they mount? If strafed with machine gun fire
from a vehicle’s mounted gun, did they withdraw, or hold the position? Information like this was
incredibly valuable, and could only be gained with armoured reconnaissance. Knowing the
disposition of enemy troops holding positions and their likely response could make the
difference between a successful or unsuccessful attack, by allowing the attacking force to
adequately prepare. After recce’ing Carpiquet, a patrol from the 7th reported that “Germans are
sensitive to attack around the outskirts of Carpiquet and are not prepared to draw off… That
information helped the Canadian infantry frame their attack” as they knew they would not be
able to bypass the rearguard or take it with only light fighting.71 Patrols for this purpose of
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feeling out the enemy “could be used more often” by brigade commanders to determine enemy
strength and positions “prior to planning a battle.” 72
Secondly, it desensitized individuals to the stress of operating under fire. This “battle
innoculation [sic]” as one report called it served to help individual members of the regiment stay
calm in the face of battle.73 One trooper remembered that “each day and night was difficult to
live through,” but they got slightly easier as time went on. 74 One particular advantage of such
inoculation was that it allowed troops to become used to the different kinds of weaponry fielded
by the German army, which assisted in establishing dangers and therefore the appropriate risk
and response. For example, troops learned to identify shots from 88mm guns quickly, as they
were the most threatening weapon in the German arsenal. They also learned to assess
approximately where shots from 88mm guns came from. This was a valuable skill in an
armoured regiment. One sergeant recalled that “an armour piercing shell from a German 88 goes
right through a Humber[,] from the front through the driver, the turret through the motor[,] and
out the back. A Humber offers no serious resistance to an 88.”75 The only way to defend against
such firepower was to quickly identify it and call artillery down against it, or to move so quickly
that the gun could not accurately track the target; both these strategies required knowing where
the gun was. This became one of the essential tasks of the regiment, to protect themselves, the
infantry, and the armour that operated in concert with them.
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Operating as infantry was not without risks though. An assessment of the regiment’s
effectiveness recommended 200 more rifles if they were to continue operating in their capacity
as infantry.76 The Sten gun was rated “very poor” for firing down from the armoured cars when
the 7th became engaged; the Thompson submachine gun was considered more suitable and
therefore requested as replacements. 77 Without the appropriate firepower, the regiment risked
being sent into infantry holding operations that were untenable, potentially resulting in losses
both to the regiment and to the territory successfully gained by First Canadian Army. Planners
had not anticipated the regiment operating in this combination armour and infantry role, and
therefore had not equipped it appropriately. Changes were made as these situations developed,
but they were slow and piecemeal efforts.
By early August, it was clear the Normandy Campaign was coming to its conclusion. The
German hold on France had been broken, and their army was rapidly losing ground. The 7th was
moved to the rest area on August 5th, for the first time since they had landed; some soldiers had
been in combat for almost two months without pause. The rest was originally supposed to be
three days, but lasted only a few hours; a new drive was in the works, to push the Germans
completely from the Normandy region, and the 7th was being called to lead it. 78 They had proved
the value of the ground level information they provided the army, and by this time had enough
experience that they could not be easily replaced in a straight drive.
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On the 6th of August, just two weeks before the encirclement of the German army at
Falaise, the regiment was gathered for church parades, and Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis spoke to
the regiment as a whole for the first time:
He thanked them for the work they had done in co-operation with the 3 CID and told of how this Division had made
a name for itself for doing exceptionally well when the going was toughest. …[E]ach man should consider it a
privilege and an honor to serve with it. [Lewis] praised the work done by the Contact Detachments and explained
that although this was a new method of gathering information, it had proved so satisfactory that they were again
being organized for the coming operation. In some circles there was doubt as to the role of the Recce Regt in modern
warfare. The past few weeks had cleared up any misgivings towards the usefulness of the Recce as was proven when
each of the Brigades asked for the support of a Squadron in the coming push. 79

While some of this speech was no doubt meant to encourage men who had just been denied their
first rest in weeks, its encouragement was based on truth. Armoured reconnaissance as a full
scale operation had not been used extensively, if at all, and its orders had been based on a
guesswork of what might be needed. The regiment, throughout the course of their experience in
Normandy, had been developing a practical doctrine for armoured reconnaissance while in
action.
Nowhere is this more clearly established than in a report dated July 26th, 1944. The
report summarized the actions and findings of the regiment, and included changes that it
“strongly recommended… be implemented forthwith” based on actual field experience. 80
Though requested initially on the 8th of June, largely as a report only on the effectiveness of the
contact detachments’ role on the beach, it was compiled over the following weeks in order to
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explore the regiment in their capacity to operate with 3rd Division as a whole. Even then, more
than a month later, the report pointedly observed the regiment had not yet been deployed in its
intended capacity; i.e. that it had not operated as a unit ahead of 3rd Division to gain information
for a divisional advance. This was due to “the restricted area over which operations have taken
place and the very large number of fmns operating on narrow fronts.”81 Squadrons however had
operated on behalf of the brigades or the division, albeit in a limited forward capacity, and had
learned enough to generate the extremely detailed three page report.
The “most useful” type of patrol up until that point was one that had “carriers leading
covered by the heavy cars.”82 Patrols of this type had “speed, mobility, armour and plenty of
firepower,” which allowed the regiment to quickly discover positions, determine the quality of
German troops manning them, and return to their own lines with minimal casualties.83 The report
also noted that despite the usefulness of these patrols, they were not being used to full effect by
commanding officers. In part, this was due to a lack of understanding on how to successfully
utilize armoured reconnaissance. Given their general use so far as an infantry unit, they were not
yet considered an essential part of the battle order.
Somewhat pointedly, the report suggested that this lack of understanding extended both
to when the regiment could be employed and to its ability to assess the situation while in the
field. In reference to being ordered to withdraw from the Le Mesnil bridge during the battle for
Caen, the report stated that “if [the assault troop] had been permitted to remain, [they] would
have been able to hand [the bridge] over to the Inf the next day, whereas it took a full day to
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regain it” after the assault troop was withdrawn at midnight. 84 Though there had been a
counterattack, the troop had lost only one heavy car and repulsed the German attackers, and
seemed confident in their ability to hold the bridge until the infantry could catch up. Failing to
leave this assessment up to the troop meant that the car was lost for nothing, and valuable time
pursuing the retreating German troops was lost; with so few crossings left intact in the area,
traffic quickly stacked, and valuable resources had to be expended to recapture the bridge at Le
Mesnil.
The report discussed the employment of the regiment as reconnaissance and infantry
extensively, but also remarked briefly on other ways the regiment had been used and their
success. In particular, it noted liaison patrols, which were patrols operated not for information
gathering, but to keep the General Officer Commanding informed of the movements of all units
employed in an operation.85 Such information was valuable given the propensity for wireless
radio operators of any unit to find themselves in possession of faulty radios or the target of
snipers. Armoured cars were safer than runners, and could far more quickly cover the distance.
Also noted in other roles was that of “mopping up after an Inf advance.”86 Carriers were
primarily used in these operations, as opposed to the lighter cars preferred for patrols. Such
usage, according the war diary, also helped allay the last misgivings of commanders who
questioned the role of armoured reconnaissance operating in concert with infantry: “In previous
drives it had been found that after the initial break-through it was impossible for the Infantry to
keep up with the Armour [that led the drive]. The 7 Cdn Recce was [used] to follow immediately
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after the tanks, mopping up and preventing the enemy from forming strong points which had
proved so costly to the Infantry.”87 The cars were also used to sweep up small posts of Germans
bypassed by the infantry while on drives to maintain momentum. Such usage required “a great
deal of caution and preparation,” as opposed to the nature of the patrols that dashed forward.88
Finally, the report covered how vehicles had been used in France up to that time. Despite
landing with Humber III cars, the regiment found that the light armoured car was preferred in
straight recce operations “due to the additional protection” as the Humber was susceptible to
shrapnel and could at times be damaged by small arms fire.89 They were recommended for
replacement, and were eventually replaced by Daimlers in September.90 Half-track cars, which
had also been granted to the regiment for use by the assault troops, were “too cumbersome and
unmanoeuverable [sic]” and therefore also recommended for replacement.91 The third and final
type of car was the universal carrier, a fully tracked vehicle. These had “not yet justified [their]
existence” because of the limited distances traversed up to that point. 92 Additional concerns
included tracks that were easily damaged by mines, rendering carriers immobile. This was just
one more example of the differences between planning and actual operations. It had initially been
felt that the 7th would be able to preform more efficiently if given the four different car types,
each of which were directed to a specific purpose. However, only the light armoured car had
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been found to be sufficient, and the other cars were recommended for replacing or phasing out
altogether. It is unfair to place the onus entirely on planning though; only operation in the field
under battle conditions was able to reveal the advantages and limitations of each vehicle. Yet
again, the regiment was forced to learn and adapt as it went.
Perhaps the most scathing critique in the report was directed not at the operation of the
regiment itself, but rather its employment by brigade commanders. It is worth reproducing in its
entirety here:
[Commanders] do not appear to use regt in recce role unless they can visualize it sweeping in front of the Div on a
wide front at high speed. Could save a great many lives and [ammunition] if used boldly on Bde fronts for quick
recce at short range to locate enemy posts and harry his outposts. [author’s italics]93

By failing to utilize the regiment for short range reconnaissance, commanders allowed two things
to happen. Firstly, men were sent on patrol on foot at the front, which put them at far greater risk
than armoured personnel. Secondly, German positions remained undiscovered, and could
surprise Canadian troops moving forward into their defensive positions. These recommendations
began to be implemented, though the process was not always efficient.
Just prior to the drive to Falaise, on August 8th, 21 contact detachments were assigned to
different groups, in order to facilitate both reconnaissance and inter-unit communications for
Operation Totalize. These detachments were dispersed not only through 3rd Division, but
throughout almost the entirety of First Canadian Army. At least two were assigned to 4th
Division—one to the division itself and one to 10 CIB—and two more to British I Corps, one
each for the 49th British Division and the 51st Highland Division. The Polish Armoured Division
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also received at least one contact detachment.94 As during the landings, each detachment was
equipped with a wireless set, and was primarily responsible for maintaining contact with other
units. Almost all of the detachments came from B Squadron.95 This meant that B Squadron had
to be held in reserve, rather than utilized in the forward drive. It also ensured that A and C
Squadron were at almost full strength. This allowed the regiment to still have two squadrons
which could do “broad front” reconnaissance work. A and C Squadron were attached to 8 CIB
and 9 CIB respectively, to recce their fronts for the coming drive.
As the army began to truly spread out across the French countryside, more and more of
these contact patrols were required to maintain communication. Though patrols usually had a
specific target—to recce a particular location, or to make contact with a unit at a known location
—there were instances where they had very little direction. One example of this was the patrol
sent to find the forward troops of the First Polish Armoured Division, which had been without
contact for two days, somewhere on the left flank of 3rd Division. What caused these
communication problems is unclear, but it was essential that commanders knew where all their
available units were. The Polish tanks were discovered relatively quickly by a car from 10th
Troop, C Squadron. The Polish squadron headquarters was located “at a crossroads about a half
mile from a small village.”96 While it is difficult to tell, the village was probably either Robert
Mesnil or Cauvicourt, two communes about three kilometres apart. Regardless of which village,
there were groups of buildings “on both sides of the road” which were visible from the position
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of the contact patrol.97 The patrol dug in to observe and maintain contact while the Poles were
brought back into communication with their HQ. Several times, the car was passed by the Polish
tanks, who “dashed down the road… with guns blazing. There would be great noises of the tank
motors and gun fire” before the tanks returned.98
It was later discovered the Polish tanks had been engaged with German infantry. In what
seems now like a gruesome discovery but was perhaps not entirely unusual for forward
reconnaissance troops, the tanks had then run over the bodies. The sergeant who made the
discovery noted calmly that “the flies and the smell were terrible” before continuing.99 This calm
response was possibly one example of the effectiveness of “battle inoculation.” Being forward
reconnaissance troops meant that members of the 7th frequently encountered spectacles such as
this, but could not stop or allow themselves to be affected by them. Cases of battle exhaustion
were not terribly uncommon, and seem amongst the 7th and its commanders to have been seen as
a legitimate ailment, unlike some other units. However, troop returns also list rates of casualties
generally to be quite low, including those from battle exhaustion.100
While in their slit trench the first night, the contact patrol observed that the Polish troops
“started to make too much noise.”101 It appears that, being now in contact with their HQ, the
Polish tanks and trucks were being refuelled and resupplied. For reasons unknown, despite doing
this in the dark, they took no precautions to lower their voices. German shellfire came down on
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them, causing “many unnecessary casualties.”102 The contact patrol however had taken the
precaution of moving their armoured car over their pre-dug slit trench, and thus protected from
shrapnel suffered no casualties. There are several recorded instances of this specific behaviour,
both in testimonies from troops and the July report. Photos taken in Normandy also demonstrate
this. Even something as simple as a hole in the ground could be and was improved upon as the
regiment learned how to cope under battle conditions. While the nighttime shelling caused no
casualties among the 7th, the contact patrol nonetheless ended in tragedy. 10th Troop’s second in
command, Lieutenant Nelson Johnson, and his driver C. E. Owens, were killed by a direct hit to
their armoured car while on their way to relieve the contact patrol. 103 It took a full day to find
their remains and bury what was left in shallow graves, delaying the contact patrol’s return to C
Squadron.
As the situation in France continued to develop, plans for First Canadian Army were
under almost constant reassessment. On the 13th, new plans were created for II Canadian Corps,
under the name Operation Tractable. The war diary of the 7th records the basis of the plan as 4th
Armoured Division leading a drive forward, with 3rd Infantry Division following.104 This seems
to bear out with the directive of Guy Simonds, recorded by Stacey as stating that “the necessity
for pushing armour to the very limits of its endurance” was essential for the success of the
drive.105 The 7th was to “follow the Armour and hold the ground between them and the Infantry,
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mopping up any remaining pockets or strong points” before they could consolidate. 106 In
addition, they were to be prepared to “exploit the breakthrough” after the infantry had come up
and “secured all their objectives.”107 This fits with the development of the role of armoured
carriers, as noted above. What began as regimental “tips and tricks” quickly became strategic
doctrine when it was effective and filled a previously unknown gap in battle needs. It should be
noted that neither of these orders dealt in any way with forward reconnaissance, and instead
positioned the regiment squarely in an operational combined arms context that saw them behave
as essentially forward infantry troops.
At 1200 hours on the 14th, the regiment crossed the start line, operating under command
of 2nd Canadian Armoured Brigade.108 2 CAB and 9 CIB, along with the 7th, were to seize the
high ground north of Falaise in preparation for the attack on the city by crossing the Laison
River. The tanks from 2 CAB were to lead and deal with significant threats to infantry troops.
They found themselves unable to cross the river at the designated point—why this was the case
is unclear. Pavey suggests “unsuitable ground conditions” but does not elaborate further, and
neither the 7th nor 2 CAB recorded this detail.109 Stacey suggests the difficulty for drivers could
have been because they were driving directly into the sun, and therefore could not see the
approach correctly.110 Regardless, they moved off to the left. The infantry “lost direction during
the approach” due to the difficult nature of the terrain and became mired in close quarters combat
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on the river bank without armoured support.111 Meanwhile, the 7th waited behind the infantry. At
this time, as it became clear that the approach had stalled, radio messages “within the
squadron[s] were urgently requesting [the cars] in the lead to press on.”112 They therefore pushed
forward, bypassing both infantry and armour. C Squadron crossed after finding a small bridge,
and became the first Canadian troops across the river.113 Together with B Squadron, who forded
the river, they would remain the only Canadian troops across the river for some time.
C Squadron was able to seize the south bank, though they faced significant resistance and
were coming under heavy fire.114 Once they had cleared the bank itself, they pushed upwards
and out of the valley. At this time, they were out of contact with the other Squadrons and with
HQ, likely in part caused by the accidental bombing of HQ by the RAF. Over the crest of the hill,
they were “met with very heavy anti-tank fire” from an 88mm gun, which immediately destroyed
the two lead vehicles.115 A carrier was also destroyed, and several other vehicles were damaged.
The lieutenant in charge of the only remaining functional car, B. E. Benitez, suffered a head
wound but survived and was evacuated to the RAP, returning to action a few days later.
However, the Squadron managed to locate and call artillery down on the 88mm gun’s position,
putting it out of commission. All told, their defence of the bank and the adjacent ridge cost 6 fatal
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casualties, and at least 3 vehicle casualties, in addition to numerous wounded casualties.116
However, they successfully held the ridge while they waited for 2 CAB and 9 CIB.
Simultaneous to this, a Troop of B Squadron, led by Lieutenant Donald H. Ayer,
succeeded in fording the river near Montboint with six carriers. They captured the bank and
pushed forward, taking further ground “under direct enemy fire,” including the high ground of
Point 160, a small geographical feature about a mile forward of the river.117 Lieutenant Ayer was
severely wounded in the chest during the push, but refused evacuation.118 Instead, he stayed and
continued to direct the troops in digging in and countering German fire. Lieutenant-Colonel T. C.
Lewis wrote that “this action relieved the entire crossing from observed fire and directly
influenced successful crossing of the entire regiment” by preventing German reinforcements
from reaching the troops in C Squadron and the infantry still mired on the beach.119 Casualties
during this action were very high, but B Squadron held their ground. Ayer received a Military
Cross for his efforts at the Laison River.120 He was evacuated and later returned to the regiment,
and died in Holland in action on March 4th, 1945.
These squadrons, having successfully crossed the river, now had a problem. They were
ahead of both the armour and the infantry, rather than acting as a mop up force. As a result, they
reported that they “came under heavy MG and Anti/Tk fire.”121 All three groups—the regiment
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itself, the infantry, and the tanks—were now under significant threat without support. To further
complicate matters, a portion of the “heavy bombing program” that was meant to accompany the
operation was dropped behind Allied lines; the 7th’s Rear Headquarters and A Echelon combined
lost 32 vehicles, including almost all of the wireless vehicles at Rear HQ.122 This put
Headquarters out of commission for over an hour, greatly increasing communication difficulties.
Unfortunately, incidents such as this were far from uncommon; B Squadron was inadvertently
strafed by the RAF the following evening.123
Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis however was able to salvage the situation at the front. He had
gone forward with the tanks, rather than his own regiment, in order to be at the front of the battle
and direct his own troops accordingly. Therefore, it became clear relatively quickly what had
happened when the two Squadrons bypassed the tanks, and fighting began ahead of him. He
crossed the river and collected the two Squadron commanders, Majors E. R. Allen and C. W.
MacLean. The three of them then proceeded forward and were able to find a “commanding piece
of ground” on Point 160 and Point 165, including the area being held by Lieutenant Ayer and his
force.124 From there, Lewis ordered an immediate advance and consolidation on these points,
which covered the river crossing and forward area and completely prevented German
reinforcements from moving towards the river. Following this, he was able to contact the infantry
and the armour, which had by this time dealt with the bulk of the resistance on the banks, and
“put them in the picture.”125 A Squadron, which had remained behind, was also ordered forward,
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to cover the infantry and armour on their advance. Once the consolidation had been completed,
he was able to get in contact with the Acting GOC, Brigadier K. G. Blackader, and reported the
area secure. A tense night of waiting followed as at least seven vehicles had been destroyed,
which left the regiment greatly understrength, but there were no counterattacks.126 Thus ended
the single costliest day of the war for the regiment, with ten men killed and numerous others
wounded.
This action, while only one small episode on the unfolding front of Operation Tractable,
was important for several reasons. Firstly, even though there was little reconnaissance being
done, the 7th was still an important part of the order of battle. Their manoeuvrability, combined
with their light armour, allowed them to fill a gap in combined arms doctrine. In addition, this
role was flexible, as the situation required. Though the plan had called for them to operate as a
mop-up force between armour and infantry, as they had done in previous drives, they ended up
operating essentially as forward infantry—harkening back to their deliberate use as infantry in
the early days of the Normandy Campaign, and again proving just how valuable that experience
as infantry had been.
Secondly, it showed the importance of good officers. A later report noted that “officer led
patrols [were] essential” for successful operations, largely because of incidents such as this. 127
Having someone who could make quick decisions under pressure allowed Squadrons and Troops
to respond to developments on the battlefield. Because there was no way to tell what the
armoured cars would encounter in front of the infantry, there was almost no way to prepare for it.
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Without good leadership, situations could quickly disintegrate. Though there were of course
many examples of leaders who went forward in other units, these were often quick assessments
to get a feel for the battle, after which they would return to their headquarters and direct the
battle from the rear. In the 7th, this was not a feasible strategy; things on the front changed too
quickly for rear leadership to be effective, especially given the frequent communications
breakdowns in the fields.
Finally, it provided a valuable lesson in rear administration of the regiment. After the
accidental bombing earlier in the day by the RAF, the operational integrity of Rear HQ had been
compromised. The destruction particularly of the wireless vehicles had significant ramifications.
These vehicles allowed for more efficient communication with the front by operating essentially
as relay stations, since the wireless No. 19s had a very limited range. It was therefore decided
that to ease the operational strain, Rear HQ was to split into two separate groups. One group,
designated the “forward” HQ group, was responsible for “operation personnel.” These included
the wireless links with forward troops and rear brigade and division command, the Regimental
Aid Post, signals, and three intelligence officers.128 The “rear” HQ group was responsible for the
administration of personnel and vehicles, and harboured about a quarter mile behind the forward
group. The operations group would be able to move forward to keep in contact with the
operational situation and continue to direct the Squadrons as necessary, while the administration
group, with less vehicles, could remain behind as they continued to direct resupply,
reinforcement, and other non-operationally essential activities until more vehicle resources
became available. While in theory this would allow available resources to be directed towards
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active operations, speeding up and smoothing the process, it was just that: theory. Less than 24
hours later, the two HQ groups were reconsolidated.129 Administration and operations could not
be separated successfully on the battlefield, as situations were constantly changing.
Following the events at the Laison River, the regiment was supposed to be given a few
days to rest and retrofit. There were two reasons for this. Firstly, the regiment had suffered high
casualties the day before, both in men and vehicles. Secondly, the regiment had yet to have a
successful rest period. On both previous occasions they had been assigned rest time, they had
been called forward. This happened yet again on the night of the 14th. Operation Tractable had
pushed the front forward enough that rather than risk losing the momentum of the push, the
regiment was called up to again fulfill its role at the front of 3 CID. The 15th saw Squadrons
move into position to continue the drive the following day, pausing only long enough to resupply
from the strenuous battle of the night before.
The assault troops of B and C Squadron were again assigned under the command of 2
CAB.130 These assault troops successfully captured Point 159, a geographical high point about
two miles north of Falaise, just to the side of the Caen-Falaise highway. No further record of this
action exists, except to state that it was “an enemy strong point.”131 This seems somewhat
contradictory, as the war diary, immediately after referring to Point 159 as a “strong German
position” noted that “[e]nemy resistance was light and the Prisoners of War were taken from the
81 Infantry Division.”132 However, The British Columbia Regiment had been pushed back the
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day before from Point 159 by heavy anti-tank fire. 133 There appear to be two possible
explanations for the contradicting records: either the German defences at Point 159 had been
sufficiently weakened by attacks the day before that the light armour of the 7th Reconnaissance
Regiment’s assault troops could successfully mount an attack, or the war diary confuses Point
159 with Point 168, a nearby high point which was captured by 2 CAB on the same day. Neither
of these are entirely satisfactory, and of course lead to a third possibility: the war diary simply
chose to overstate the ease with which Point 159 was captured, perhaps from the confidence of
their recent victory at the Laison River. Regardless, one thing is clear. The regiment was actively
involved in the continuing drive towards Falaise,
While the assault troops assisted in capturing the high ground, patrols from A and B
Squadron worked their way down the road from Souligny to Aubigny. Although still operating at
a much shorter range than had been anticipated for armoured reconnaissance, the unit was
undeniably moving away from an infantry role and beginning to be utilized more for scouting the
front. “A few minor skirmishes were reported” as the patrols progressed, but on the whole, there
seems to have been no casualties. 134 These patrols brought back “valuable information about
enemy positions,” and were utilized again the following day, by both divisional and brigade
HQs.135 Clearly, the critiques of the July report were being listened to. Reconnaissance regiments
were being used to harass the enemy at short range, and were no longer being held in reserve
until they could “sweep forward.” Reconnaissance was changing to fit the field, rather than
simply waiting for the field to clear.
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On the morning of August 17th, the regiment reverted back to 3rd Division command. At
around noon, it was “allotted its first actual recce role as a Regiment.” 136 This role was to capture
the bridges at Vendeuvre and Jort before they could be blown by German troops, so that infantry
and armour would not have to wait to cross. At Venduevre, this task was accomplished by A
Squadron, and at Jort by C Squadron. Both Squadrons carried out these operations “so swiftly
and neatly” that the bridges were captured intact and with minimal casualties. 137 After this was
accomplished, C Squadron patrolled as far south as Courcy, reporting later that it was clear.138
It is interesting that this action is referred to as the first reconnaissance role undertaken by
the whole regiment. While undoubtably there were elements of recce—patrolling forward from a
point being held by the regiment, and operating as forward troops—the initial order in fact once
again put the regiment in an infantry role. The operation was not to scout forward, identify
bridges and capture them; rather, the bridge locations were at that time known and the bridges
themselves were known not to have been blown. The line between reconnaissance and infantry
was again blurred. Given the extensive experience of the regiment acting in infantry roles, it is
no surprise they successfully handled this action. By now, they had months of infantry
experience, and without necessarily realizing it, had seen this experience blended into their
perceived role in Normandy, where it was utilized with great effectiveness. This action
effectively marked one of the last roles of the 7th in the Normandy Campaign. Though
Squadrons continued to patrol on the 18th, they did not advance further, instead covering only
already cleared ground to ensure no German reinforcements had arrived. On the 19th, they were
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ordered to rest and refit for 48 hours, and for the first time since early July, successfully carried
out their rest period without being called upon again.139 New cars were brought up to replace
destroyed vehicles, damaged vehicles were repaired or replaced, and other equipment also
underwent maintenance. Reinforcements arrived, under the system discussed above.
Finally, on the afternoon of the 21st of August, the 7th Canadian Reconnaissance
Regiment was directed to its last operation in the Normandy Campaign. They were to take up
positions between La Rue Morteaux and Mandeville, to close one of the gaps that allowed
German troops to escape “gun alley,” the rapidly shrinking pocket around Falaise that was
continually shelled by Allied artillery. 140 This position was mostly quiet, as the main German
efforts were farther south, and skirmishes were few and easily handled.141 The following
morning, the Squadrons were withdrawn and regrouped, to prepare for their next thrust. The
Falaise Gap was closed that day, and with it, the Normandy Campaign.
Prior to the Normandy Campaign, the Canadian army—and indeed, most Allied armies—
had very little experience with armoured field reconnaissance. Armoured cars were a relatively
new military invention, and had not existed in the First World War. The Canadians had not
arrived in Europe in time to field their own armour against the German army, and had been kept
off the continent for years prior to the D-Day landings. What experience had been gained came
from North Africa and Sicily, both of which were very different in terms of terrain and practical
armoured usage.
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Despite this, Canadian army planners worked with what they had to try and create a
competent reconnaissance force that would serve the army well in the new style of mechanized
warfare. As early as 1941, they identified the need for specialist training that differed from
general armour training, and took steps to prevent specially trained troopers from being
reabsorbed by the general armoured corps. In addition, they established criteria for successful
officers in the reconnaissance unit and ensured that such officers were directed to the appropriate
units. In 1943, as planning for Overlord began, special training considerations were again made.
An increment was assigned to the regiment so they could continue to train for broad front
reconnaissance that would use the whole unit. Reinforcement groups were also set up, to ensure
that the specialized troopers required by the regiment would be available as soon as possible.
Though these and many other training decisions were made on assumptions, such as the “broad
front” role of armoured reconnaissance, they show that very early on, efforts were being made to
prepare the 7th and other similar regiments for their new role in the Canadian army.
Almost as soon as the contact detachment landed on the beach on June 6th, perceptions
about armoured field reconnaissance began to change. The regiment was consistently held back
when there was not a clear front to observe, something that commanders were sharply criticized
for as the Normandy Campaign progressed. Even short patrols could offer valuable information
and save lives; commanders simply had to overcome their preconceived notions of when
armoured reconnaissance could be valuable. While the regiment struggled to find its footing in a
recce role, they did however flourish in one unexpected area, and that was infantry. They were
employed frequently as a sort of light armoured infantry force, assigned with capturing small
objectives and holding them, holding areas captured by other infantry units, and providing
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support for infantry and armoured brigades. This experience proved to be valuable, as it gave
troopers a better sense of what information was actually useful in reconnaissance, and allowed
them to gain real combat experience or “battle inoculation.” During its use as infantry, the
regiment also developed unique and specialized roles in the order of battle. Most important of
these was the role of light armour in mop-up operations between armour and infantry groups.
This quickly became a part of the reconnaissance doctrine, even though it was not specifically
reconnaissance.
Towards the end of the Normandy Campaign, the 7th began to be utilized more in its
intended role. However, real combat experience had greatly affected their tactics and perceived
roles. They were no longer the force envisioned by army planners in 1941, 1943, or even June
1944. They were an experienced, battle hardened force that had learned from their time in
France. Though they continued to develop and evolve in the “run through France,” the Channel
Ports Campaign, and the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary, much of their success in late 1944 and
into 1945 was a direct result of the lessons learned in northern France.
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Chapter 2: The Drive Through France

Though modern historians have divided the Second World War into clear sections (the
Normandy Campaign, the Channel Ports Campaign, etc.), such divisions did not exist for the
men on the ground. The Battle of Normandy may have ended on the 22nd of August with the
closing of the Falaise Gap, but there was no pause in the action. If anything, the ending of the
Normandy Campaign only spurred First Canadian Army forward with more vigour; a beginning,
rather than an ending. This was just as true for 7th Reconnaissance Regiment as it was for other
units, and perhaps more so. The army was now beginning a “dash” through France, chasing the
collapsing German army back into its own borders. This necessitated extensive forward
reconnaissance to determine what outposts—if any—remained intact and required pausing to
capture. Although the 7th was a reconnaissance regiment, they had been largely used as infantry
until this time. A report from mid September noted that “from D-Day to Mid-August [the
regiment] was seldom in a recce role of any size and consisted mainly of providing LOs, Contact
Dets, infantry squadrons or regiments, troop carrying, mopping up dets and the occasional close
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recce to very limited depths.” 142 The drive was their first experience with deep reconnaissance,
utilizing the lessons they had learned in their myriad of other roles, particularly infantry. As
Pavey says, “for the first time the Regiment was to do the work it really knew.”143
On the evening of the 22nd, the plans were already forming to take advantage of the
disorganized state of the German army. Plans changed rapidly during the drive, with Crerar
issuing new directives and final objectives almost every day.144 The ultimate goal for the 7th was
the port city of Calais. To this end, at 1900 hours on the 22nd, they were recalled from their
patrols at Vendeuvre to harbour until dawn on the 23rd.145 Each Squadron was to proceed with an
assault troop in support.146 The drive placed Troops well ahead, out of reach of divisional aid, so
they had to be prepared to handle themselves against all but the strongest opposition. This fact
however has been mostly omitted from the histories of the army, or mentioned only in passing.
Stacey, to name but one, states that 9 CIB led 3 CID in this advance.147 This isn’t quite correct.
The 7th was out ahead of 9th Brigade, and in fact were the forward point of the Division. They
were the first to encounter opposition, which they either had to decide how to handle or to leave
for the infantry following behind them. Such decisions were made possible by their earlier
experience as infantry.
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While previous planned advances had been overly optimistic in how far they could travel,
they had been made under very different circumstances. The Normandy Campaign had pitted
First Canadian Army against strongly held German positions, difficult terrain, and at least
partially mechanized enemy forces. This was no longer the case after the encirclement of the
German army at Falaise. The terrain was much flatter, and though tens of thousands of Germans
had escaped in the days it took to close the Gap, they had left almost all of their equipment
behind. Eisenhower reported that by the 25th of August, the Germans had 400,000 personnel
casualties and 20,000 vehicle casualties, in addition to the loss of 2,000 guns and artillery pieces,
and 1,300 tanks.148 The German army was a shadow of its former self, and could not hold back a
fully mechanized force as it withdrew from France. It maintained a rearguard action for only a
matter of days before it was in full disorganized retreat “using any means of transportation they
could get, [including] many horses and wagons and old trucks.”149 3 CID, with the 7th at their
front, was perfectly positioned to take advantage of the situation.
The “Run Through France” was divided into three separate phases. The Phase 1
objectives were Orbec, Bernay, Brionne, and Rouen. Phase 2 was to take Elbeuf, Neufchatel, Eu,
and Abbeville. Phase 3 was to advance from Abbeville to Coulogne, and finally to Calais.150 At
Rouen, the regiment was to seize a bridge that crossed the Seine; at Abbeville, they were to seize
a bridge that crossed the Somme; and finally, they were to cut off the escape route between
Calais and Boulogne.151 Here we see the blending of infantry and reconnaissance roles. Though
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this was a more traditional reconnaissance role, their goals required also operating in an infantry
capacity. They were not ordered to identify bridges, but rather to capture bridges that were known
to exist and hold them until infantry arrived; combat was to be expected, not avoided. Shelton
Watt, a war correspondent with the regiment, felt that the “pertinacity with which the regiment
sought out and held crossings over the man rivers” was in fact their single greatest achievement
through the whole drive.152 In addition to seizing these specific strategic points, each phase had
the same basic tasks. The regiment was to “recce in front of the Div, reporting enemy strong
points, seizing river crossings where possible and generally destroying any opposition
encountered.”153 Again, there were quasi-infantry tasks among the reconnaissance objectives.
Compare this to orders for early June, which were solely focused on traffic management and
identifying forward positions. As the regiment had evolved, so too had its objectives.
Notes were made about the condition of the regiment prior to the drive. They were
described as being “in extremely high fettle,” both in terms of equipment and morale.154 All
previously deployed contact detachments were returned to the regiment for the operation,
meaning they were up to full strength. As well, the 15 officers and 65 other ranks returning were
the “best of operators and seasoned reinforcements.”155 There were no new or inexperienced
troopers joining the regiment for a drive of this importance; they could not learn the skills in a
few days that the 7th had taken two months of infantry operations to acquire. This experience
showed, as throughout the operation members of the regiment fought with “vigour, coolness and
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tirelessness.”156 Though at the end of the day the men were often in a state of “extreme
fatigue”157 and constantly contending with stormy or “unsettled” weather, morale remained
high.158 Pavey summed up the state of the 7th thusly, saying they were “out for blood, [and]
using all squadrons and all troops up, and these troops were searching for the enemy on an
extremely wide front.”159 The careful, measured responses of the Normandy Campaign had been
educational. They were now discarded in favour of pursuit, yet another new tactic in the arsenal
of armoured field reconnaissance.
At first light on the morning of the 23rd, the regiment began to advance, pushing east
towards Orbec. By the end of the day, they had made it to Beau Pré, just south of Orbec, a
distance of over 60 kilometres.160 Compare this to the early days of Normandy, in which
advances sometimes were measured in yards. During this advance, the regiment completely
cleared out Bois de la Cressonnière (now Bois de la Motte), a small wooded area which housed
several machine gun nests and mortar positions. They also captured a bridge across the Orbec
River. Following the capture of the bridge, A and C Squadrons were sent south “to outflank the
opposition” and to contact 4 CAD and redirect it towards the captured crossing; meanwhile, the
infantry arrived and began to move across the river. 161 B Squadron successfully held the front
from Bois de la Cressonière to Beau Pré, a front width of about 7 kilometres.162 The regiment
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was beginning to see the “broad front” reconnaissance envisioned by the early planners, some
three months into combat. Operating on such a broad front so far ahead of the infantry meant that
Squadrons and Troops had to manage without support. That required calmness and skill that only
came with experience, which they now had in abundance. The September report stated that “the
two months of inf [training] had taught them the other side of the picture, they had learned when
to duck and when not to. They had also learned that one gets less casualties by inflicting
casualties.”163 These lessons were invaluable when they were finally utilized for broad front
recce work.
The second day of the dash did not gain as much territory as the first, but still made up
more ground than any single day of the Normandy Campaign. Squadrons initially reached
Bernay, a distance of about 20 kilometres, reporting no enemy engagement along the way.
Lieutenant-Colonel T. C. Lewis met RHQ as they arrived to harbour at Bernay, and personally
led a further push forward. They “put the throttle down and [kept] it down” until they reached
Bolsney, a further 9 kilometres on, again with very little enemy resistance except for mines laid
on the road.164 There, the assault troop of B Squadron was deployed across the La Risle River, to
“protect the building of a bridge” that would enable the infantry and armour to cross the
following day.165 The light armour provided by the cars and carriers made them better suited to
the job than the unarmoured infantry of 3 CID, and their experience as infantry allowed them to
dig in and hold a position against counterattack without difficulty. More than 500 prisoners were
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taken by the regiment on this day alone.166 Anecdotal evidence suggests many of these prisoners
were not experienced soldiers, but young and heavily indoctrinated, both with a belief in Nazi
superiority and falsehoods about the nature of Canadian troops—and what they might do to
surrendering German troops. One sergeant recalled a young man was suffering extensively from
a lower leg injury, but did not say anything until blood had begun to spill out of the top of his
boot, being under the impression that Canadian troops would rather shoot injured soldiers than
be slowed down.167 The Ardenne Abbey massacre may have played a role in this, as German
soldiers may have believed that the Canadians were seeking revenge for the murder of 156
Canadian PoWs.
On the 25th, the advance began by crossing the newly built bridge. They were given
priority for crossing by order of 3 CID HQ.168 After the crossing, a meeting between LieutenantColonel Lewis and “a representative” from the 58th American Infantry Division occurred.169 The
regiment had to understand the goals and objectives of other groups in order to recce
successfully. Part of this was knowing where flank boundaries were. Once these had been
established, B and C Squadrons were able to deal with several rear guard posts near Harcourt “in
quick order” with “rapid outflanking moves” that prevented the Germans from making a stand.170
Patrols made it to Elbeuf, another 35 kilometres away. In all, over the first three days of the
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drive, the regiment led the advance some 125 odd kilometres, always well ahead of the main
advancing army.171 They suffered a few casualties, primarily non-fatal, “but nothing like
previously.”172
The regiment advanced two Squadrons side by side in Phase I, each with a 6 to 8
kilometre front to manage; total front width ranged from 10 to 20 kilometres. The third Squadron
travelled down the approximate centre line in reserve to support RHQ or the Squadrons at the
front as necessary.173 This was in part due to a decision by army command to the new objective
at the end of each day, instead of giving the regiment their ultimate Phase I objective. This was
“not entirely satisfactory” as the advance proceeded so quickly that the regiment found itself
stopping with several hours left of daylight. 174 There is no mention of why this was the case; it is
possible that 3rd Division itself did not know the order of advance, or they advanced more
quickly than anticipated and objectives had not been clearly marked. There could equally have
been concern about the regiment isolating itself too far ahead of the army should it run into
trouble. It is however somewhat reminiscent of the order in June which saw the regiment pulled
off a bridge they had quite capably captured. Decisions made at the rear did not adequately
reflect the situation at the front. Had the 7th been “given their head,” so to speak, it is possible
that Phase I could have been completed even more quickly.
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During Phase I, the Germans had a “reasonably sound rear guard action to the Seine and
succeeding in getting most of [the] troops away.”175 There was “definite evidence of a hasty
withdrawal,” but still “some coordination and preparation” on the part of German units. 176
Despite this, the regiment sustained only four fatal casualties during this time.177 Vehicle
casualties totalled two, both from mines—note this accounts only for vehicles that were
irreparably damaged, as vehicles otherwise were used until they could be fixed. 178 The regiment
was by now almost constantly blending reconnaissance and infantry tactics, based on their
combined experience with both. However, we should beware of too heavily asserting their
infantry role. Armoured field reconnaissance was a key role in First Canadian Army, and one that
had greatly benefitted from infantry experience. They were not however armoured infantry, and
they were aware of this fact. During this phase, with the still strong German resistance, the
regiment called on infantry brigades “in many cases” to deal with opposition “on a scale too
great” for the regiment to take on by itself.179 Though the regiment could and frequently did
infantry work, it was not up to the task of major infantry operations.
The reconnaissance work in Phase I, though a blend of infantry and armoured recce
doctrine, was mostly in line with classical close recce. This was largely due to the known
existence of the German rearguard as it fought desperately to support the retreat. Squadrons
advanced and set up a headquarters, and then individual Troops advanced to their areas of
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responsibility in the Squadron’s zone. From here, officer led patrols were made in heavy cars and
advanced in “slow and careful” movement until contact was made. 180 Quality officers were
important for two reasons here. Firstly, they had to direct close contact patrols while avoiding
mines and hidden antitank guns, which were of most concern in the first phase of the drive.
Secondly, the nature of these patrols meant some foot reconnaissance was necessary to maintain
surprise; foot patrols meant “long periods of silence” as wireless communication was only
available in the armoured cars, due to the weight and size of the regiment’s wireless sets.181
Leadership that could operate without constant contact and support from the rear to ensure the
safety of forward troopers was key. What was most essential though was the “rapid passage of
information” from patrols to command whenever communication capabilities existed, and vice
versa.182 Patrols that had the full scope of the battlefield picture were much more equipped to
make decisions in real time, and a command that had the full picture could more accurately
direct the regiment and the Division that followed it. In particular, RHQ could convey to the
Division what kind of resistance they would face, where it was, and whether it had been
impacted by the 7th or if they had bypassed it.
Despite the run through France being the kind of recce work the regiment had trained for,
they still had learning to do on the job. The training they had received in England was of course
valuable, but paled in comparison to the classroom of the battlefield. One of the major
experiences in the Normandy Campaign had to do with ammunition. They had been operating
essentially as an infantry regiment for months, and during that time, they had never exceeded
180
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their first line ammunition.183 First line ammunition was carried by the forward units, meant to
sustain them through at least one major engagement, while second line ammunition was held in
ammunition dumps at the reserve line and shuttled forward as necessary.184 It was believed that
since the 7th had not expended their first line ammunition on any day, and “in a recce role [they]
would conceivably use less,” they could speed up their advance by dumping “a good deal” of
second line ammunition at their rear and dividing A Echelon into two groups.185 A Echelon
would remain with the regiment and handle immediate administrative manners, and the new
group would run up ammunition and other supplies as they were needed.
This decision—and its consequences—in many ways resembled the decision earlier in
August to split RHQ into two different groups. It was done for the purpose of speeding up
administration and therefore operations on the front, and there was no evidence it would not
work. However, it nearly caused significant problems for forward operations. Even the best
drives during the end of the Normandy Campaign had been much shorter than the distances that
were travelled during the run through France. Therefore, “it was not realized… that B Echelon,”
which was now in charge of running up second line ammunition, “would be left behind
completely” and all ammunition needed to be issued from the forward points.186 This would not
have been a problem if ammunition consumption rates remained steady, but they did not. While
the regiment was operating primarily as recce, they were covering significantly more ground and
therefore encountering more overall engagements, particularly while the German army mounted
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the rearguard action in Phase I. Increased ammunition usage was not limited to the scout and
assault troops: the regiment’s forward anti-tank guns were firing up to 20 rounds each per day.187
Before the first phase of the operation was completed, the regiment had reverted back to a single
operational echelon, with all ammunition reserves close behind the front. “The results of these
errors of judgement,” concluded the September report, “did cause a great deal of consternation
and worry” amongst both the administrative and operative branches of the regiment, but all was
fortunately remedied “before causing ill effects to operational efficiency.”188 The drive, in terms
of sheer distances covered, was “unprecedented in war, [and] the performance of the supply
organization equall[ed] the extraordinary exploit[s] of the operational forces.”189 It was not just
combat troops that were learning on the job. The two Echelons were quickly recombined.
One of the many requirements that came up again and again was the need for high quality
operators. As we have seen, as early as 1941, the regiment had insisted operators be specifically
trained to work with armoured reconnaissance. This included the knowledge and ability to repair
broken telephone lines, sending and receiving messages between cars, and dropping relay
stations. Battlefield communications were notoriously fickle. However, the regiment had
“excellent” communications “at all times” during the drive, “despite the great distances covered
and long ranges at which patrols operated.”190 Regimental HQ was “seldom” out of touch with
Squadrons and Troops out on patrol—excepting foot patrols—and was apparently never out of
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contact with Divisional HQ.191 This remarkable quality and consistency in communications was
believed to be “a direct result of insistancy [sic] on the highest standard of operators
obtainable…”192 “Great care” was taken in both the selection and training of these wireless
operators. It was essential that they were “intelligent and quick witted[,] and able to understand
the tactical sense of a question or order” and transmit it without explanation, since the CO in
their car may be engaged in foot recce or participating in the battle in another way, and therefore
away from their wireless headphones. 193 Whether or not it was solely a result of the quality of
operators, the fact remains that the regiment had pushed for high quality, specially trained
operators for at least three years, and rarely encountered communications issues. Such a strong
correlation does suggest that these results were in fact at least partially due to this insistence.
Drivers and gun operators were also considered to be essential operatives who needed a high
standard of “initiative and steadiness… if heavy armd cars [were] to manoeuvre on narrow
mined roads and important information [be] passed… when vehicles [were] disabled or under A/
Tk fire.”194 By keeping the cars steady and in operation, they could ensure that communication
operators were not disturbed and wireless radio sets remained in good condition.
There was a brief pause after Phase I of the drive. The regiment needed to refit and
perform maintenance after such a headlong dash through the countryside. Even vehicles which
had not been damaged by mines or shrapnel needed repair for wear and tear. Rest periods had
been few and far between in the Normandy Campaign, and had been cancelled several times
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when the intensity of the fighting would not allow for pause. Therefore, an opportunity to rest
was not overlooked, though Phase I lasted only three days. Even this brief period was not used
only for maintenance. Squadrons spent part of the 26th regrouping before they could begin actual
maintenance. On the 27th, the regiment advanced to St. Martin-La-Corneille and awaited further
orders while they underwent repairs. 195 Rest was a relative term in the run through France, and
fatigue became a problem as the advance continued.
On August 28th, the regiment was again utilized in a hybrid infantry-reconnaissance role
while they waited for the next phase of the drive. Under the command of 9 CIB, A Squadron was
deployed across the Seine River to hold the brigade’s flank against counterattack while they
established themselves on the nearby high ground.196 A Squadron then moved to cover the east
bank, preventing German troops from escaping the “natural pocket formed by the river,” a sort of
parallel to their role at Falaise a week earlier.197 While not a classic infantry manoeuvre, this still
drew more upon their infantry experience than their reconnaissance experience. On the 29th, B
Squadron performed a similar action under the command of 7 CIB, this time just north of
Elbeuf.198 Once both brigades and the attached Squadrons had gained their objectives,
Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis and his chief intelligence officer, Lieutenant R. Haram, moved
forward across the river. They used Staghound armoured cars, the command vehicle in the
Squadrons at this time—the rest of the regiment remained in the disliked Humbers. There, they
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established the new headquarters and began to ready themselves to be the “forward link” for
Phase II of the drive.199
Phase II began on August 30th, yet another of the grey and rainy days that closed out the
regiment’s time in France. In Phase I, the Germans fought a relatively competent rearguard
action, forcing the regiment to advance cautiously. In Phase II, most of the German troops had
retreated past the Somme, and the drive became “purely a task of pursuit… at all speed, bypassing any major opposition.”200 The regiment was no longer advancing with two Squadrons
forward and the third in reserve; instead, it now advanced “three up in a line,” spreading out to
cover the maximum possible front. 201 This was a drive built around speed, rather than the
cautious and close recce that the regiment was used to doing. The three Squadrons spread out in
front of the Division, and by the end of the day had established headquarters across a fifteen
kilometre front, in possession of all key roads leading out from Rouen. 202 Even during training
for broad front reconnaissance, they had not held so much ground at one time. Adapting to the
demands of the battlefield was still an essential skill.
The following day was considered “the heaviest days [sic] work of the operation.”203 B
Squadron was blocking the roads north of Rouen, hemming in German troops who had not
successfully withdrawn from the Seine area yet. Despite B Squadron initially remaining
relatively static to do this, they played a critical role in the work of August 31st. They were
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assigned with “doing protection” in addition to holding the roads. 204 They did this by constantly
moving Troops to keep pressure on German forces and prevent them from consolidating. While
seemingly a small action, it was key to keeping as much pressure as possible off of A and C
Squadrons while simultaneously preventing an attack on the divisional flank. Meanwhile, A and
C Squadrons advanced on the left and right flank respectively, coming across “many small
pockets of stubborn resistance.”205 These pockets required “a great deal of fighting” to clear and
“keep the pace of the divisional advance constant.”206 As fighting generally consisted of groups
of enemy who were limited to small arms fire, Squadrons were able to handle them with their
considerable infantry experience, unlike some pockets of resistance encountered during Phase I.
Fortunately, the earlier ammunition issue had been resolved by this time, or they could have
found themselves in much more serious circumstances. As it moved from St. Saen to Bures, A
Squadron “expended every round of ammunition” and was still fighting to hold the bridge at
Bures and prevent its being blown when darkness fell.207 C Squadron also “ended the day with
little petrol and no ammunition” after they operated as infantry and cleared St. Saen before
advancing to Neufchatal.208 There, they were stopped by anti-tank fire, but not before clearing
several flying bomb sites, which had to be neutralized and guarded until advance infantry forces
arrived; they took hundreds of prisoners during this phase of the fighting.209
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Unusually for a large operation, we have some glimpses of the quality of individuals in
small scale actions. The report on the drive identifies several “outstanding actions” at the
individual or Troop level that help remind us that the 7th was often operating in groups of as few
as ten or twenty soldiers, without immediate support available.210 Such examples include a Troop
of B Squadron who, under the leadership of Lieutenant S. G. Patterson, repulsed four separate
enemy attempts to breakthrough and attack the divisional flank. Another Troop from A Squadron
who fought for three hours straight to clear enemy soldiers from Bures was also cited. An assault
Troop of C Squadron led by Lieutenant E. W. Smith was mentioned for singlehandedly capturing
200 prisoners, and another Troop under Lieutenant H. R. Turley was cited for its effort against
the antitank guns outside of Neufchatel. The report concluded that “All these actions were very
bitter fighting[,] and the ultimate success in these isolated episodes, far from the apparently
placid advance of the div, are a credit to the officers and troops concerned.” 211 A regiment could
only function as well as its members, and incidents like this show the quality of the troops; the
specialized training and reinforcement situation established earlier was doing a credible job of
producing high quality armoured troopers. Squadrons were operating “30 or 40 miles ahead of
the… infantry” during this time, and had to be completely self-sufficient, as reinforcements
could not reach them in time. 212
The front expanded again on September 1st. The 7th, “appreciating that the enemy was…
in full disorganized retreat,” advanced in a line up to 40 kilometres wide through the
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countryside.213 Resistance was somewhat lighter, at least for A and B Squadrons on the centre
and left flank. Both reached their objectives in only a few hours, patrolling until after dinner,
when they again advanced to Tully and Drancourt respectively. They had now travelled more
than 200 kilometres since the beginning of the drive, only a week earlier; note that this accounts
only for total forward distance.214 C Squadron however was not so lucky. At Incheville (about 20
kilometres from the other Squadrons) they “encountered a large enemy force which had blown
the bridge” and consisted of both“strong infantry opposition” and antitank guns.215 Here again,
the Troops of Lieutenants E. W. Smith and H. R. Turley distinguished themselves “after a very
bitter fight” in which Smith’s Troop seized a bridgehead “under heavy fire,” allowing Turley’s
Troop to repair the blown bridge and allow “the ultimate passage of the Squadron” at 2235
hours.216 Phase II of the drive thus ended with yet another combination of infantry and
reconnaissance activity “after an exceedingly long march in rough weather and at high speed.”217
The “rapid advance” which had carried the regiment hundreds of kilometres in just over a week
was concluded to be “largely due to the initiative and offensive spirit” of the troops, as noted by
their repeated citations for exceptional actions during this phase. 218
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Despite the intense fighting in this phase, the regiment had only two men killed, when an
armoured car was brewed up. 219 Wounded numbers were not much higher. Even these casualties
were noticed however, and not just by the regiment. A letter was received by Lieutenant-Colonel
Lewis on September 5th from First Canadian Army HQ. It bears reproducing here:
It was felt that the following information might be of interest to you.
Several days ago while this Company was moving forward we noticed one of your Armd Cs knocked out
and opposite two graves. On inspection we found that these were the graves of Tprs. Andrews and
Pettibone of your Unit.
A day or so later our CQMS, on his way back for rations, passed the same spot. The graves were piled
high with the most beautiful flowers imaginable and railings were being constructed around the graves.
We learned from conversation with two civilians that the village had decided to erect a memorial over the
graves in memory of the two men and also of all Canadians who had lost their lives in clearing France of
the Huns.
We also learned that today the villagers turned out in a body and a procession headed by the local
dignitaries proceeded to the site where High Mass was held by the parish priest.
We thought that you might like to inform the families of the two men, of the villagers’ actions as it might
help to alleviate to some extent their sorrow at the loss they have suffered. 220

It was gratifying to know that losses, no matter how small, were recognized.
Following Phase II, there was another rest and maintenance period of two days, during
which time the regiment refit and refuelled. Polish engineers were busily reconstructing a bridge
across the Somme River, forcing the pause. On September 4th, the third and final phase of the
drive began. This phase was much shorter than the other two, lasting only two days, but covering
over a hundred kilometres. No significant resistance was expected during this phase either; an
intelligence officer for Montgomery noted that “the problem… at the moment is not German
soldiers, but bridging difficulties.”221 Orders issued in the very early morning of September 4th
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reflect this. The general role of the regiment was to “recce the advance of the Division.” 222 As
before however, they also had to utilize their infantry skills to be an effective leading edge for the
Division. They were also given a priority for crossing the Somme. A Squadron led the regiment,
and was at the head of the divisional column at the 0600 start time.223 9th Brigade followed
behind, and the remainder of the division was behind them. From there, the orders for Phase III
directed the 7th to push out of Abbeville and toward Calais, where they would cut off the escape
between Calais and Boulogne.224 Due to the importance of the 7th continuing to lead, the
operational orders concluded that “[Squadrons] will be prepared to be re-routed on any available
bridge during the advance” as necessary, in order to maintain momentum.225
The 7th rolled across the Somme River at first light on the 4th. They made “rapid
progress” to the Authie River.226 The main bridge was blown, but another crossing was located
after a short range recce and no momentum was lost. This was attributed to the “broad front” that
the regiment was spread across.227 Pushing forward on such a front had not been possible during
the Normandy Campaign, but was useful in a chase, particularly as armoured cars could cover
more ground than infantry. A Squadron was “on the heels of the enemy” by the time they reached
Montreuil, and though the Germans managed to blow the bridge there as well, it was a close
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thing.228 At this time, Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis made a personal “close recce” across the front
despite the presence of German troops, as he had during the battle for the Laison River,
continuing to direct battle while doing so.229 Officers that led from the front were integral to the
overall success of reconnaissance, especially during long drives. A bridge was found close by at
Brimeux that “had apparently not been used for years as there were no roads leading to it,” which
explains how it was overlooked by German forces.230 The armoured cars were “quick to take
advantage of this and the chase continued.”231 C Squadron crossed in less than 30 minutes, and
the other two Squadrons had by then consolidated and were awaiting their turns. Total crossing
time for all three Squadrons was less than two hours, despite their broad spread along the front
and the “very minor and disused” nature of the bridge.232 Major C. W. MacLean in particular was
cited for the “rapid concentrating” of his Squadron while simultaneously moving across a flank,
which was “a piece of traffic management and control of very high standard.”233 Here we see
again the excellent quality of communication and leadership amongst the regiment, sustained by
insisting on the necessity of only the highest quality operators and officers.
As the Squadrons split up again, they each came upon their own situation. C Squadron
found a fleeing German convoy and destroyed 12 vehicles, resulting in the capture of supplies
and POWs. Following this, they pushed forward again, and because of their “quick recce and
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seizing of bridges” they were soon “well out in front” of the Division, just south of Calais and
almost directly east of Boulogne.234 B Squadron fell behind somewhat as they rotated from the
right flank to the left, but encountered almost no opposition and quickly recovered the lost
ground. A Squadron meanwhile entered the nearby town of Samer, where they found a large
number of enemy. Thanks to Major Bowen’s “quick appreciation and bold action,” the Squadron
handled the situation with relative ease, concentrating their firepower and damaging or
destroying “all German personnel and equipment, thus clearing up in a few minutes what might
have taken a day or two.” 235 Again we see the application of infantry lessons, such as the best
defence being a strong offence. Rather than calling in reinforcements and slowing the advance of
the whole Division, the Squadron operated outside of a standard reconnaissance model and
handled the situation without the aid of the infantry, allowing the advance to continue
unimpeded. Also, we see the importance of experience and lead from the front officers; as a
member of the original beach group, Major Bowen had been in France since June 6th. He was
able to translate that experience into quick and decisive action, and because he led his Squadron
personally, he was able to quickly rally the troopers and direct their actions, ensuring efficient
responses that benefitted not only his Squadron, but 3 CID as a whole. The after action report
credited his “offensive and enthusiastic leadership on the centre line” with keeping the main road
“open at all times despite stiff resistance,” greatly aiding the division in their advance.236 This
can be seen as a direct result of the 7th’s policy regarding the quality and training of its officers,
as discussed in Chapter 1. On this single day alone, the Squadrons covered approximately 150
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kilometres; some armoured cars harboured in the evening with less than a gallon of fuel
remaining.237
The final day of the drive through France dawned rainy and grey, and action began
almost immediately for RHQ and A Echelon, the group that travelled with RHQ to ensure their
safety, shuttle ammunition, and other administrative tasks. A German convoy of 94 men was
captured as they attempted to slip through.238 Originally, plans had called for the regiment to
actually take Boulogne, but preliminary recce showed that resistance there was stronger than
anticipated. As a result, Squadrons occupied themselves with taking the roads around the area,
leaving 9 CIB to actually take Boulogne.239 By the end of the day, A Squadron had cut the main
road from Calais at Guines, B Squadron held the high ground outside Marquise which cut the
Calais-Boulogne road, and C Squadron completed the encirclement by cutting the road from
Calais to Dunkirk and establishing a link to A Squadron. 240 The regiment had “contained Calais
with a ridiculously small force and three days after were still containing it.”241 This was a
tremendous success, firmly positioning 3 CID to take Calais and Boulogne. On one final high
note, the regiment captured an 800 bed German hospital that was fully staffed and operational
before day’s end on September 5th.242 The regiment credited the success of the last phase to “a
keen appreciation of the div intention[s]” and “the high standards of leadership” in each
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individual Squadron.243 Such leadership, marked by “personal energy and drive… probably
speeded the advance of the Div by hours, if not a day” in the last two days of the run alone.244
Even the Quartermaster was praised for his leadership in A Echelon and “keeping the… vehicles
out of danger, yet always right behind” the Squadrons.245 The “whole advance was conducted
with a dash and efficiency” which made “the operation rank as a model of Canadian attacking
tradition.”246
Both Phase II and III were a markedly different style of reconnaissance than Phase I.
Where Phase I had been a more traditional close style recce—albeit blended with certain infantry
techniques—the latter phases were flat-out pursuit. This required a whole new style of
reconnaissance. Pursuit recce required caution be “thrown to the winds” as the advance
continued on a “broad front with all speed, bypassing minor opposition” that the 7th would have
stopped and handled during Phase I or in Normandy.247 Leaving such opposition for the infantry
allowed the advance to continue without losing momentum. This allowed the 7th to get in deep
and destroy communications and straggling columns, further disorganizing the German retreat.
Information was of course still gathered and transmitted back—by its nature, bypassing
opposition necessitated informing someone else of its location and quality, so they would be
prepared for it. Combat situations still occurred as well, but these were usually handled by
calling down all available antitank and mortar fire in support of whichever Troop was engaged,
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and then quickly mopping up the shattered resistance.248 Field reconnaissance had to adapt to the
speed of the advance, using their experience in both recce and infantry to create the maximum
possible efficiency.
This style of bold combined-arms reconnaissance worked wonders against an enemy with
low morale. On the 31st, a force consisting of 1 officer and 8 men accepted the surrender of
some 60 German soldiers who had “become too demoralized and disorganized to be of any more
use” after a devastating show of force from the guns carried by the Troop. 249 At Incheville on the
4th, C Squadron realized that, despite the “very bitter fighting,” opposition was too limited to
amount to more than an infantry company with a few antitank weapons.250 Given that the
remainder of the German army had fled, and the nature of German troops on the Western Front—
namely, that many soldiers were not in fact Germans but were captured fighters from the Eastern
Front who had been forced to join the army, or very young, very old, and medically disabled men
—it was reasonable to assume that morale had by now collapsed. As such, the Squadron lined up
all available heavy cars, their mortars, scout cars, and carriers, and charged across the bridge and
up the hill, firing their weapons. This show of force broke the German opposition, allowing the
Squadron to capture the position without any personnel casualties.251 Certainly, this was not
traditional recce; in fact, it is fair to say that this was in no way reconnaissance at all. It was not
even really an infantry technique. If anything, it resembled a cavalry charge from a previous
century. Nor was it the first time the charge had been used; the regiment preformed a similar
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“unconventional charge” outside Gruchy in July. 252 The strategy of charging “in order to terrify
the enemy into rout” had “highly successful results.”253
As with the report from July, the September report commented on equipment and made
some recommendations. Firepower was mentioned, and stressed at great length, particularly
emphasizing an increase to antitank capabilities. Recommendations were also made for cars with
mounted machine guns. “Five of these” supported by “a light recce tank” would “destroy any
opposition likely to be met.”254 Before, they had been prepared to call forward the infantry when
there was anything more than light resistance. After the drive however, it had become clear that
being able to manage all but the strongest opposition was beneficial, since it kept the army
moving forward at high speed, preventing German forces from consolidating and further
delaying victory. The 7th had completely accepted their new light combat role and were making
recommendations to help them further develop in their new position.
Recurring again and again throughout the September report, the war diary, and other
documents was the value placed on quality officers. Officer led patrols were “essential” to
overall operational success.255 Officers needed to have the highest “standard of leadership and
courage… as patrols must work completely on their own miles from any form of support.”256
Direction from the rear was not feasible, as recce units would often outrun laid telephone line
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and wireless distances. The training and reinforcement schemes show the effort that went into
obtaining the highest quality officers, specially trained not just for armoured work but for
armoured reconnaissance work. It was critical that the reinforcement scheme continue to operate,
as officer-led patrols necessitated accepting “a high rate of officer casualties.”257 Over the course
of the war, the regiment, only about 700 men strong, had 11 fatal officer casualties, and 34 fatal
NCO casualties.258 Troop return records show that non-fatal officer and NCO casualties occurred
at about one and a half times this rate.259 Of these non-fatal casualties, only some were able to
return to the unit. This high loss rate was considered necessary to ensure consistent high quality
reconnaissance, and to ensure that the highest number of troopers returned home safely. An
experienced officer, not just for the 7th but in the army as a whole, “knew that they had to
display both their competence and their ‘moral equipment to inspire.’” 260 In doing so, they could
improve the overall quality of the troops below them. The entire regiment was “encouraged by
the aggressiveness of Lt.-Col. Lewis,” who was well known for leading from the front and
performing personal recces whenever necessary to get the regiment moving again.261 Under his
leadership, the regiment followed the tenets of “Hit the enemy first and hit him with everything
you’ve got; one gets less casualties by inflicting casualties,” and, as seen, this style of combined
infantry-reconnaissance operations served the 7th well. 262
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Inspiring officers were key, because the troops were in a state of “extreme fatigue” for
almost the entire duration of the run. 263 Troops were “mounted in their vehicles and on the roll at
first light each morning… Lunch was a snack eaten at any time of the day,” though it was missed
altogether more than once.264 After lunch, the regiment, “with a roar of motors, [were] ‘Bashing
on’. […] ‘Bashing on’ kept up until last light when nightfall closed down on the troops…
Naturally a good percentage of a [T]roop was forced to keep watch while the remainder slept.”265
This description, vivid as it is, fails to account for maintenance that was required each day after it
became too dark to recce, in addition to being up before first light to refuel and restock
ammunition to prepare for the day’s drive. Even darkness was not always sufficient to stop; the
“enthusiasm” for the advance was such that Troops “often did not return to harbour until 2 or 3 in
the morning,” only to be moving again scant hours later.266 Despite this, men had to be prevented
from “carrying on patrols at night time as they wished to do, even with the barest of supplies.”267
Troops operated for days at a stretch at this breakneck pace, without sufficient time to rest or eat
properly. It was noted however that the “cast iron policy” of shaving each morning “proved to be
a good one” as it developed “a pride in the appearance which often carried a man along when
that scruffy unshaven feeling would have lowered the will to keep going.”268 A good officer and
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a good razor could make the difference between an effective, high-morale company, and a
“scruffy,” ineffective one.
This chapter has covered in detail how infantry and reconnaissance techniques were
blended by the 7th during the run through France. In addition, there are numerous instances
where neither infantry nor reconnaissance techniques were used. Instead, the regiment relied on
quality officers to take advantage of the situation as it developed, using both established and
revolutionary tactics. The September report, under “lessons learned,” stated that “The tactics
employed in… these instances are not in the book and are not recommended under normal
circumstances” but had competently solved the problems the regiment had encountered, such as
the charge at Incheville.269 Even though the 7th was creating new doctrine as they operated—in
part due to necessity, since armoured reconnaissance was a new invention—they were not
seeking to throw out established training and methods. However, neither were they limiting
themselves to only what had been tested and tried. Officers were taking “legitimate risk[s] and
by displaying courage, daring and terrific fire power… swept opposition aside quickly whereas
normal action would have called for the deployment of part of the leading inf bde.” 270
Controlling the battlefield and maintaining the speed of advance was more important than
following established protocols. Innovation was key, and the 7th relied on high quality officers
and operators to continuously react to new situations. Pavey summed up the experiences of the
regiment during the run through France in this way:
It was this hard-hitting, all out spirit; this adventurous daring which permeated the whole Regiment and,
in a blaze of glory, brought it to the position it found itself in at the end of the operation on the 5th of
September, 1944.
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The 17th Hussars had been called upon to do a job, and had done it, in a manner far beyond the
expectations of everyone but themselves. They had crossed the Seine and the Somme, they had cut the
enemy up badly, smashing his equipment, killing many of his soldiers, and befuddling his carefully coordinated plans. They had taken hundreds of prisoners and finally, they had completely encircled and
sealed him off in his fortresses of Boulogne, Cap Griz Nes and Calais.271
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Chapter 3: The Channel Ports and the Scheldt Estuary

The run through France pushed 7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment to their limits,
literally and metaphorically. They had all but run out of ammunition, fuel, and other essential
supplies. The cars needed constant maintenance, which sometimes prevented troopers from
sleeping more than an hour before they were roused and again sent on their way. In less than two
weeks, the regiment had led the way across hundreds of kilometres of terrain, seizing objectives,
taking prisoners, and ensuring the momentum of the division behind them was never lost.
Armoured field doctrine had been malleable since its inception, but no operation had pushed the
regiment as hard as the drive. The 7th had to blend classic reconnaissance techniques with
infantry tactics, and occasionally had even resorted to maneuvers that could have come straight
from the cavalry days of old. Many of their tactics had been informed by their experience in the
Normandy Campaign. The 7th now stood poised for their role in the Channel Ports Campaign
and later, the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary. Despite their accumulated experience, these
campaigns had numerous challenges that had to be overcome. Once again, the 7th had to be
adaptable and quick to incorporate the lessons of the battlefield in order to succeed.
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3rd Division was embroiled in the battle for Boulogne, which had a German garrison of
about 10,000 troops.272 Calais also needed to be cleared. These two cities, which the Division
had pushed so hard towards, proved to be significantly more difficult to take than anticipated. As
such, the 7th had relatively little movement during September. Little movement did not equate
with little action or little responsibility however. The 7th was not reconnoitring the advance of
the Division, but they were not out of action. Coordination between infantry, armour, artillery,
and air power was required to take Boulogne. This did not happen overnight—particularly given
that the rest of II Canadian Corps was still driving up the coast—and the 7th was tasked with
continuing to contain the enemy between Boulogne and Calais. 273 A possibly anecdotal story
suggested that a Squadron commander sent an ultimatum to the garrison and had called down “a
distinct rebuke from higher quarters which considered that ultimatums were a matter for very
senior officers indeed.”274 Regardless, Calais did not surrender, and the regiment began to settle
in outside it. Patrols ran during daylight hours on the Oye road, 275 and the regiment occupied a
20 mile front in order to isolate Calais.276 Patrols commonly brought in prisoners “in small lots”
of twos and threes.277 Orders distributed on the 7th of September show that at times, these patrols
also carried civilians in military vehicles if they were headed in the same direction. Some of
these “civilians” were enemy agents, or civilians sympathetic to the Nazis, and the orders
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concluded that “civs will NOT be carried in mil vehs except… where organized evac of refugees
is being carried out [or] it is operationally necessary to do so.”278 In the same vein, troopers were
directed to stop using captured enemy vehicles. This had been necessary immediately after the
drive as the regiment’s armoured cars had been in need of immense maintenance, but this was no
longer the case. Drivers who were “unable to produce a valid retention certificate” would be
court-marshalled and the vehicle impounded.279 Maintaining discipline was key to maintaining
security.
There was brief excitement on the 8th of September, when C Squadron encountered an
enemy patrol of 25 enemy soldiers. They successfully knocked out the enemy vehicle, captured
two prisoners, and were able to discover the location of two 88mm guns.280 Interestingly, the
caches of ammunition discovered with each gun contained gas canisters. The following day, “an
experimental gas lab” was discovered nearby.281 The gas lab and gas shells were not mentioned
elsewhere. Stacey, perhaps the most authoritative source, makes no mention of gas around
Boulogne. The war diary does not mention it further, and no after action report or orders issued
for the regiment mentioned the possibility of chemical weapons. In fact, historians generally
agree that chemical weapons were unused in combat in the European Theatre by either side. It
was highly publicized knowledge that a German or Japanese gas attack against the Allies “must
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be answered immediately, massively,” and this appears to have served as a suitable deterrent.282
However, this raises the question: were the Germans so desperate as to be on the verge of
chemical warfare in Boulogne? There is also the possibility that the canisters contained tear gas,
which was prohibited for use in warfare but had existed since 1918. Of course, we can only
speculate here. There was no chemical attack of any kind, and no indication that other gas shells
were discovered elsewhere. But the fact remains that the 7th did find experimental gas shells at
at least two 88mm guns. Patrols from the 7th were only doing their due diligence, but may have
prevented a desperate counterattack on 3 CID whose ramifications could only be guessed at.
On the 10th, part of the regiment again took on a quasi-infantry role. C Squadron was
directed to “strengthen the ‘ring’” around Boulogne and Calais, taking up defensive positions
between B Squadron on the right and the North Shore Regiment on the left. 283 B Squadron was at
this time holding the high ground from Wissant to Bonninques-Le-Calais.284 Both Squadrons
continued sending out standing patrols through the 11th and 12th. During this time, the war diary
made note of explosions and “many fires” which were “assumed to be the… German
demolitions.”285 These demolitions could not be stopped by 3 CID, who were still outside
Boulogne and Calais. The demolitions were the main reason that the ports remained unusable
well into October, prompting criticisms of the whole operation. Historians have suggested that
the “operations against the Channel Ports” as a whole were “a waste of time and resources.”286
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Neither the war diaries of the 7th or any reports thereof suggest that they felt their force was
being misused. In September of 1944, the German war machine was still capable of threatening
the Allies, and supply difficulties had been apparent for some time. The attacks on Boulogne and
Calais, among the other cities involved in the Channel Ports Campaign, were a reasonable
directive.
The 7th took hundreds of prisoners while they helped clear the area around Boulogne and
Calais. (A message from the A/GOC of the army in October listed the total number of prisoners
taken by 3rd Division as over 11,000, while total Divisional casualties were listed at under
300.)287 However, orders issued on the 11th of September stated that “It has become apparent
that many [officers] and ORs are NOT familiar with the procedure to be followed in the handling
of PW.”288 A full page was dedicated to this issue. Officers and other ranks were to be separated,
and, in the presence of an officer from the Army Intelligence Branch, be stripped of weapons,
ammunition, “any items which might assist [with] escape,” knives and razors, and binoculars.289
Exceptions were made for medical personnel and army chaplains, who were allowed to keep all
items related to their positions except weapons. Also listed were items that were “on no account
[to] be removed.”290 These were items of “wearing apparel” (including helmets), gas masks and
other protective equipment, personal papers, valuables including money, toilet articles, and all
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other personal belongings.291 All removed items were to be sent through “proper channels.”292
Interrogation was to be left to intelligence staff, and officers were only to be searched by another
officers. Other orders asserted that personnel had “no personal right” to items removed from
captured enemy soldiers, and keeping trophies would be punished.293 However, there is no
indication that keeping trophies was ever punished, and many soldiers returned home with
paraphernalia captured from German soldiers. Regardless of how well it was enforced (or not
enforced), the orders concluded that “The following will be brought to the attention of all ranks
and will be strictly enforced.”294 The following day an addendum was published specifying that
commanding officers draw “particular attention” to the orders regarding prisoners. 295
Prisoners were not the only issue of discipline reflected upon at this time. Also noted was
the fact that “the dress and deportment of all ranks” needed to be refreshed.296 Tunics must be
properly buttoned, belts must be worn, clothes must be clean, and everything needed to be
adorned with the proper “flashes” (coloured patches which indicated regimental or unit
affiliation). Another section later in the orders went even deeper into detail. Battle dress was
required on all personnel “when walking out.”297 The policy of daily shaving, noted in Chapter 2,
was again insisted upon, and all personnel were strictly reminded of the rules and regulations
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surrounding saluting. Saluting was “a mark of respect and is indicative of good discipline” as it
was a physical signal that soldiers recognized the army hierarchy and respected it. 298 “The
maintenance” of discipline and its physical signals was “more important than ever at this
time.”299 The latter half of this sentence should be given particular attention. As a regiment, the
7th had to have the tightest possible discipline. Being out ahead of the army in an advance meant
they were isolated, and could only depend upon themselves for aid. It was integral that troopers
respond to an order quickly and without undue questioning to ensure the efficiency and security
of the Troop or Squadron. In addition, there was a “high standard of personal discipline
universally expected of a liberating force” in order to help ensure the cooperation of liberated
peoples.300 Any disciplinary infractions needed to be remedied before the 7th was again out
ahead of the infantry brigades. The emphasis on discipline throughout the five page document,
therefore, was rooted in practical necessity.
Other issues addressed in the orders of September 11th were the boundaries of towns in
the operational battle area. Troopers entering town areas had to be accompanied by an officer, or
carrying a stamped pass as proof of billeting if they were being put up there.301 The regiment was
also cited for including casualty information (primarily numbers of casualties sustained) in letters
home. Anyone found doing so was “subject to disciplinary action.” 302 Interestingly, discipline
around water purification and the consumption of shellfish was also noted. It seems that troopers
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were getting sick from shellfish—“especially oysters”—and unclean drinking water.303 The
regiment had done well avoiding unnecessary casualties, and had not been struck by the the
severe personnel shortages that were at this time affecting most infantry units. The Royal
Hamilton Light Infantry for example was at only 60% strength, and almost half of their men had
less than a month of combat experience.304 This situation was far from uncommon. The troopers
of the 7th however were by and large seasoned veterans. Losing them to preventable illness
would have drastically lowered the efficiency and capabilities of the regiment as a whole. It is
clear that Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis and other officers in the 7th were paying attention to the
situation amongst their troops, and were quick to act to protect their men and the integrity of the
regiment.
During this static period, on the 15th of September, Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis wrote a
letter to all the men under his command:
The past few days have given me the long sought for opportunity of writing a short factical [sic] record of
the Regiment’s progress in this last hectic drive through Northern France to Calais. I had previously set
down on paper the trials and tribulations of each Squadron in the baptismal days of La Villeneuve - Rosel
- Caen - Grentheville and the charge to Falaise.
In reviewing these past events, and looking over the list of letters I have written to next-of-kin of friends
of yours—and mine—who are now dead (a total of 45, plus over 200 wounded) it cannot help but be
impressed upon one’s mind that the first real battle history of our Regiment has just been made.
During these last weeks of action your progress has been so fast and the range of patrols so great that I
have found myself largely tied to my command vehicle, and not able to afford the luxury of joining with
you in forward patrols, or peering over your shoulders in some lonely attic O.P.—probably just as well
that at last I was forced to mind my own business. However, I have watched closely the actions and have
noted good work. “B” Sqn’s quick seizing of a bridgehead near Boisney, its rush through Harcourt, the
admirable way in which it made so many detours from one flank to another due to blown bridges—all
without loss of efficiency, under heavy fire, were realized and recorded.
“A” Sqn’s magnificent patrolling and advance to Eu, the blasting of opposition at Montreuil and at Samer
—good work and leadership.
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“C” Sqn’s dogged determined advance at St Saen, Neufchatel, and the very fine effort at the bridge at
Inchville [sic]—these are the actions you remember—and which you deserve credit for.
How “A” Echelon managed to keep up with the advance, and without any protection, working under the
most adverse circumstances, kept us rolling is indeed credit to their work. “B” Echelon have, I admit,
been the forgotten child—no excitement, no souvenirs, no fun—just solid, steady, back-breaking work
and deserving of all credit, and, I trust, a real break in the near future. “RHQ” too, I feel, should take a
bow for its ability to always keep on top of the heap of information obtained, move at any hour of day or
night—and if for nothing else, for putting up with me.
This spiel has been longer than I intended—and my intention was solely to thank each and every one of
you for your willingness, your offensiveness and your skill in the tasks allotted to you. You have done a
very fine job!
(Sgd) T C Lewis305

This letter to the troops has several important points. First and foremost, we can see that both
operational reports written in 1944 were written within days of the operations concerned, and not
weeks or months later. This is critical in assessing their contents. War diaries are notorious for
being filled in well after the day they purported to record, and reports on whole operations often
suffered the same fate. Clearly, Lewis was keeping as up to date on operational assessments as
possible, and therefore, we can be relatively confident in our extrapolations based on these
documents, a privilege that not all military historians are afforded. Secondly, and more subtly, we
again see the results of the 7th’s insistence on high quality officers at every level. Lewis, the CO
of the regiment, was the perfect embodiment of the 7th’s ideal officer. He led from the front, and
expressed regret when he was unable to join his men on patrols. He was able to relate to his
troops with self-depreciating humour where appropriate. (“Probably just as well that at last I was
forced to mind my own business.”) It was important to him that the history of the regiment be
remembered, so he wrote extremely detailed reports on their major actions. In addition, every
part of his regiment was worth noticing; combat troops of course were praised, but he was sure to
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mention support groups as well,. In all, he was a shining example of quality leadership, and not
just by the standards of the 7th, but by the standards of First Canadian Army as a whole.
The situation remained relatively static for the 7th in the following days. Patrols
encountered some flooded areas, and shelling was observed most days. Damage however was
light, as most of the remaining German artillery was concentrated inside of Calais.306 The 7th
occasionally received civilian reports of German troops; when this occurred, the closest
Squadron would mount a patrol and inspect the area. Thus, the slow flow of prisoners continued.
On the 16th, all of the regiment’s carriers were equipped with Wasp Mk 11 flamethrowers, and a
number of these modified cars were then attached to 9 CIB.307 The flamethrowers had a range of
about 75 yards and “would burn everything on the ground or trenches in the ground where men
could hide.”308 The regiment used them in the assault on Boulogne less than 24 hours later.309
They were “a horrible weapon[,] but effective.”310 Though it seems that they achieved little,
except for flaming a few machine gun positions, the use of the flamethrowers in support of the
infantry in this assault is still notable. Yet again, the 7th had “been called upon to do a job about
which they knew little [and the] willing and devoted way in which they entered the operation
gained praise from all sides.”311
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On the 18th, the regiment was tasked with isolating Cap Gris Nez, and 7 CIB relieved
them of their present role312 It should be noted that isolation was limited to area control; the
regiment did not at any point participate on the direct assault against the city. Two days later, C
Squadron was attached to 8 CIB for an attack on Wimereux in combination with the North Shore
Regiment, in preparation for the move on Cap Gris Nez.313 The RAF bombed the area between
Cap Gris Nez and Calais, a common occurrence during this period. During the attack on
Wimereux, C Squadron acted in support of the North Shore Regiment, providing cover fire with
mortars, mounted guns, and the new flamethrowers. 314 This support was particularly useful as
there was no heavy bombardment against Wimereux due to the high civilian population
remaining in the city.315 The 7th utilized their infantry experience once again, though in a
supporting role rather than a forward one. Doing so allowed the North Shore Regiment to capture
the town with minimal civilian casualties, but without sacrificing efficiency or battle capabilities.
After taking Wimereux, the 7th took a brief pause from the fighting to replace their
Humber armoured cars. The report in July had expressed dissatisfaction with the cars, given that
they were susceptible to shrapnel and sometimes small arms fire.316 On September 22nd, a
convoy of 23 cars and their drivers made their way to the First Canadian Army Park near
Abbeville, about 90 minutes away. There, they exchanged the disliked Humbers for Daimler
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armoured cars.317 Despite being “another British car,” the Daimlers were felt to be “a good
improvement over the Humber” by both their drivers and the troopers who rode in them.318 This
was in part because the Daimlers came equipped with a mounted 2-pound gun and better inner
mountings for the radio systems.319 At least some of these were also equipped with the new
mounted flamethrowers. The 7th were relieved from the attack on Cap Gris Nez by 9 CIB the
following day, who were to capture the coastal batteries there before the final attack on Calais
commenced.320 This break was excellently timed, as the new cars, though much sturdier than the
old, had a learning curve. Due to the position of the mounted gun, crews had to relearn how to
load and unload the cars efficiently—especially important as armoured cars, like tanks, had the
tendency to “brew up” quickly when hit by a larger round. The engine was both more powerful
and more responsive, causing problems for drivers who accelerated too aggressively. The clutch
and gear shift were also different. All these challenges were met, and the downtime was used to
greatly further practicing in the new vehicles. It is perhaps fitting that orders issued to the
regiment during this pause were principally concerned with new traffic management strategies;
the “check[ing] of traffic offences” was key to making the best use of the Daimlers.321 By the
time the regiment moved again, on the 28th, the drivers and troopers “announced their
admiration for the new car,” and were more than prepared to use them in combat.322
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Once the 7th had familiarized themselves with their new armoured cars, they were again
called to the front. Calais was beginning to teeter towards liberation. All that remained was to
finally eliminate the garrison that was holding on behind the city walls. Therefore, the 7th were
directed to close in on Calais from just north of Guines, sealing the gap between the Regina
Rifles and the Cameron Highlanders of Ottawa.323 This was not a reconnaissance role, but not
quite an infantry role either. The strongest opposition to the 7th in this new position was not
enemy forces, but flooded terrain which bogged down vehicles, and stretches of mines and
booby traps that had to be removed.324 Nevertheless, they maintained “strong fighting patrols”
south of Calais, despite the difficult terrain.325 On the 29th, two Troops, one from A Squadron
and one from B Squadron, accompanied Major-General Spry as a guard while he conferred with
Lieutenant-Colonel Schrader, the commander of the besieged Calais garrison.326 These Troops
were also responsible for safely escorting the German commander to and from the meeting,
ensuring that the fragile truce was not broken by an overeager soldier.327 Fighting resumed in
Calais on the 30th, and “kept raging through the night.”328 The city capitulated on the 31st.
Incidentally, Schrader ended up at B Squadron HQ after surrendering, where he was relieved of
his insignias—these remain in the Officer’s Mess at the regimental headquarters in Montreal.329
The Channel Ports Campaign, which had kept the 7th so static for so many weeks, was at an end.
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Prime Minister MacKenzie King wrote a letter to 3rd Division offering his “sincerest
congratulations upon the capture of Calais… We are all following the progress of our army with
profound admiration and are proud beyond words of its achievements in driving the enemy from
vital ports and silencing his weapons of destruction.” 330
The attention of 3rd Division (and, by extension, 7th Reconnaissance Regiment) was now
turned towards the Scheldt Estuary, which needed to be cleared of strong enemy resistance in
order to utilize Antwerp’s impressive port facilities. Antwerp, the largest port in Northwest
Europe, could handle up to 40,000 tons a day, which would greatly ease Allied supply
concerns.331 “Imagine the constant line,” Trooper George MacKenzie explained, “of trucks going
back and forth bringing gas, food and ammunition. This was the reason that the port of Antwerp
was so important.”332 German troops, however, still held both the area north and south of
Antwerp, rendering it useless for supply purposes, despite the city itself having been in Allied
hands since the 4th of September. 4th Armoured Division had been containing them, and 3rd
Division’s role was “cleaning them up.”333 Conditions “were far from ideal.” 334 Much of the land
that needed to be cleared was semi- or totally flooded—often purposely, as a way to slow Allied
troops—and though the weather was “not freezing,” it was “cold, windy and wet, the sun rarely
shining.”335 The slurry that covered the ground was unpleasant enough for infantry, but was
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downright debilitating at times for armoured troops, who were easily bogged down. Most
positions therefore “had to be stormed on foot.”336 All of the skills the regiment had developed in
their four months of combat were needed to succeed in such difficult circumstances.
The slow pace of September was almost immediately replaced by days which were
sometimes reminiscent of the drive through France. There is an appreciable different in weight of
the September war diary, which often had entries of a line or two, and the October diary, in
which almost every entry was at least half a page. On the 1st, the 7th were directed to move to
the Netherlands, to take part in the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary. The regiment was to follow two
forward companies from 3 CID, and to maintain wireless silence. 337 On October 3rd, the
regiment underwent a major change. Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis was called to 3 CID HQ, and
given temporary command of 8th Canadian Infantry Brigade in the absence of Brigadier
Blackader (who had been hospitalized).338 Though Lewis had been put in command of the 7th in
April 1944, less than a year earlier, he had been with the 7th for the whole of their combat
experience and was well regarded by his men. He was replaced by Major W. C. Bowen, the
commander of A Squadron, until such time as Major C. A. Baerman was able to return from the
rest area to command the regiment.
This change of command was effected immediately, and Major Bowen was called to an O
Group at Divisional HQ on October 4th. Here, he received instructions on Operation Switchback,
the general plan to clear the estuary. 3 CID had been tasked with clearing “the island,” the area
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around the Leopold Canal, which itself needed to be captured.339 The 7th was to follow 8 CIB
and take over positions from 7 CIB after the canal had been secured, and from there capture a
series of strategic positions.340 Interestingly, there was no way to view this as a recce role. At all
times the operation plan placed them behind an infantry brigade, utilizing them essentially as
extremely mobile reserve infantry. This would have been unthinkable in June, when strategic
plans actually pulled them away from infantry roles. The experiences of the regiment in France
however had more than prepared them for this reversal. That was not of course to say that
everything was smooth sailing. Pavey relates a rather humorous incident that occurred shortly
after Major Bowen’s return to regimental HQ. A conference was called for the senior officers, to
brief them on Operation Switchback. Maps had been pasted up as aids. As they filed in, the first
question anyone asked was “‘What in the Devil is a Polder?’” as the word appeared “by the
dozen” on each map. 341 There was “Pieters Polder, Maria Polder, Groote Polder, and so on. After
some discussion,” the definition of polder was “discovered [to be] an area of reclaimed land”
which, while correct, was not particularly informative. 342 France had been an excellent teacher,
but even four months of strenuous combat had not taught the 7th everything they would need to
know to succeed in the Scheldt Estuary.
It is here relevant to expand somewhat on the definition of a polder, and particularly how
one affects armoured vehicles. The 7th’s initial definition of a polder is in fact correct; it is an
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area of land that is usually at or below sea level, but has been reclaimed from the sea through
manmade means.343 What this definition leaves out is how this ground, despite being flat, was
“either soft, marshy or just plain flooded,” easily bogging down vehicles. 344 Dykes rise around
each polder—these are somewhat harder earth, and sometimes even have roads on top, making
for easier travel. However, vehicles that use these roads are visible at some distance and have no
shelter from shelling or mortaring. In some ways, polders are almost the exact opposite of
bocage, which had so stymied armour in Normandy. Like bocage, however, polder country is
“very poor for vehicles” and had allowed the Germans to establish their troops “in a veritable
fortress” that was naturally resistant to armour, heavy guns, and easy resupply. 345
7 CIB launched their attack against the Leopold Canal at first light on October 6th as
planned. 7th Reconnaissance Regiment spent the early part of the morning “standing-to” and
awaiting the signal to move forward and relieve 7th Brigade’s positions after the successful
assault.346 The signal did not come however. 7th Brigade’s attack had failed, and the situation
“looked pretty bad.” 347 A narrow bridgehead had been made, but nothing like what had been
anticipated. The 7th war diarist estimated it to be only 500 yards deep.348 Much of the Brigade
had yet to successfully cross the canal, leaving forward troops without solid support. Slit
trenches were “easy” to dig “as the land was sandy” but filled quickly with water, leaving the
“Polder,” Merriam-Webster, accessed February 1, 2019, https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/
polder
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men cold and sodden. 349 The Germans shelled the area heavily, sometimes using coastal
batteries. The whole situation “almost defie[d] description.”350 The plan had to change. Rather
than taking over an area, 7th Reconnaissance Regiment was directed to reinforce the attack. A
Squadron therefore “were equipped as Infantry” and sent across the canal on foot to reinforce the
Canadian Scottish Regiment.351 It is interesting here that the diary makes a point of specifying
the Squadron was equipped and sent in as an infantry unit. There was no bridge, and so vehicles
could not cross. This was not the light armoured infantry role that the regiment sometimes
fulfilled, but true infantry. As before, the regiment filled a role that they were not originally
designated for. However, thanks to their quasi-infantry experiences, they were able to perform
credibly when called upon in this way. Before they were withdrawn, they helped the infantry
clear Moershoofd on the right flank.352
The following day brought no relief. The Royal Winnipeg Rifles attempted to relieve the
Regina Rifles, but failed to link up successfully. The Germans were “determined to hold their
ground and they fought fanitically [sic]” to hold the Canadians in their limited bridgehead. 353 A
Squadron reported that the shelling and mortaring was “the heaviest our troops had experienced
since D-Day.”354 Quite a statement, considering all that had gone on since June 6th. Rear HQ, B
Squadron, and C Squadron were directed to stand-down until the situation developed further.
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Major Baerman, the A/CO, requested the detachment be pulled out, as the bridgehead was too
small to conduct operations out of, and troopers from the 7th would be better held in reserve until
the bridgehead expanded. A Squadron was duly withdrawn on the 8th, after suffering 5 casualties
in the previous 36 hours.355 The night of “truly hellish shelling” left A Squadron shaken, but also
lucky—none of their casualties in the bridgehead were fatal. 356
There was a brief period after this, not of rest, but of waiting. On the 9th, 9 CIB managed
to make a second, somewhat larger bridgehead across the canal. While still narrow and a “very
unhealthy place,” it was large enough to move forward from.357 There was therefore a “complete
reversal of the original plan.”358 The 7th was ordered to take over a part of 9th Brigade’s
bridgehead on October 10th.359 During the night of the 10th-11th, Royal Engineers moved all
three Squadrons across the canal in Buffalos, each of which could carry a carrier and “15 or 20
men.”360 To ease the job, each Squadron took the minimum number of vehicles—only two
carriers per Troop, plus one Jeep for each Squadron HQ.361 While not quite infantry, the
regiment’s capabilities as an armoured unit was severely curtailed, both by the reduced number
of vehicles and the nature of the local terrain. In all of the confusion and uncertain nature of the
situation, one sergeant recalled that he “not only didn’t know where we were going, but [he]
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didn’t know where we had been.”362 With the regiments lack of vehicles, they “stormed ashore as
infantry.” 363 Heavy mortaring and shelling again “made things rather uncomfortable for all
concerned” as the 7th built up in the bridgehead.364 They were however lucky. The Buffalos
landed them on the wrong beach, “but since it was a safe landing and no enemy, it was
something to be happy about” and quickly resolved as the officers took charge.365 By 0600 hours
on the 11th, they had consolidated and completely taken over the area from the Highland Light
Infantry, and were awaiting their next instructions.366 The decision to send 7th Reconnaissance
Regiment in as the first reinforcements to 9 CIB proved fruitful. The Highland Light Infantry
were able to clear Biervliet by nightfall after they were relieved by the 7th.367
Orders issued the morning of the 11th did not clear up the tactical situation, but did
address two other issues. Firstly, and most importantly, troops were reminded that “any offence”
or use of force against civilian populations was in “direct disobedience of force orders.”368 The
situation at this stage in the Battle of the Schedlt Estuary was extremely difficult, due to the
narrow bridgeheads, intense shelling, and German determination to hang on to the area. Civilians
in nearby areas had to be liberated, but troops had to take care that their efforts were not merely
that of another conquering group. Secondly, orders re-stressed the importance of not giving
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civilians rides in military vehicles unless absolutely necessary. Not only could this potentially
help Nazi sympathizers in civilian populations, but it would reduce the already limited vehicular
strength of the regiment, and increase the possibility of a vehicle getting bogged down and
removed from duty for several hours.369
The new flamethrowers quickly proved useful in the muddy morass of the estuary. 7 CIB
had used them to launch their attack several days earlier. On the 11th, they played a key role in
an engagement between 7th Recce and German troops. B Squadron’s wireless vehicles had
become bogged down, and the Squadron had outrun them, leaving them out of contact with the
rest of the regiment. Major E. R. Allen, C Squadron’s CO, went forward to find B Squadron’s
HQ and get an idea of the tactical situation. He failed to find Squadron HQ, but he did find the
German lines, and the position of a 20mm gun that had partially pinned down the infantry.370
After making his way back to his Squadron, he rounded up the flamethrowers and brought them
forward to where he had encountered the German defensive lines. The flamethrowers then “dug a
large number of the enemy out of their fox holes” which allowed the regiment to establish
standing patrols at a much greater depth into the area.371 Approximately 20 German soldiers were
killed by the flamethrowers.372 The war diary stated that only one man was lost during this
action, Sergeant William MacKay, who had been with the regiment since early 1939 and was
well liked.373 In point of fact, there were actually two fatalities: a “Senegalise [sic] French soldier
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[MacKay] had picked up in France [who] followed [him] closely”374 was also killed.375 This
action showed how readily the 7th adapted to new weaponry (and particularly its uses in the new
terrain). However, it also made them late for the planned start of operations against Biervliet.
Therefore, rather than attacking with the Highland Light Infantry, they moved up on the flanks to
help protect the HLI from counterattacks. Major Allen’s flamethrower charge “had maddened the
Germans” and as a result, the 7th drew a significant amount of fire away from the HLI and to
themselves.376 They escaped further fatal casualties however. After dark, they managed to reestablish communications by transporting wireless sets in Jeeps, rather than the more easily
bogged down carriers.377 It was another day before the regiment was able to regain all of their
vehicles. When they had finally been retrieved, it was reported that everyone was “glad to have
transportation once again.” 378
The flamethrowers were used again the following day. At 1400 hours, the 7th began an
infantry style attack between Biervliet (now in the Highland Light Infantry’s hands) and an inlet
about five kilometres east, for the purpose of “straightening out” the front.379 In a tongue in
cheek moment, the regiment was referred to as the “D.Y.R.C. [Duke of York Royal Canadian]
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Infantry,” rather than the cavalry designation of Hussars.380 The regiment, it seems, was selfaware of their quasi-infantry role. The effect of pre-attack shelling “was practically nil” but the
“Wasps were most successful.”381 C Squadron in particular used them “with excellent results,”
and knocked out the 20mm gun that had so troubled the regiment the previous two days.382 170
prisoners were taken. While the flamethrowers were the most talked about weapon—and indeed,
they seem to have been used with great effectiveness over their first month in the line of duty—
the regiment was not operating without support. As a reconnaissance regiment, they did not have
the capabilities for a major infantry attack in isolation, though they did possess by now a good
deal of infantry experience and had preformed credibly in a number of smaller infantry
engagements. In this instance, the artillery support was “extremely good,” and the regimental
Mortar Troop “gave very effective supporting fire.”383 Pavey went so far as to suggest that
without this support, B Squadron, which had become bogged down in direct view of enemy
machine gun fire, might have been unable to capture the objective and the whole regiment would
have been forced to withdraw.384 It is important to recall that though the regiment was operating
at this time almost wholly as infantry, they were never operating in isolation, and could not have
achieved their objectives without substantial support.
The 7th had produced enough results for 9 CIB that they were reassigned. On the 13th,
they came under command of 8 CIB, but were delayed to allow the artillery to shell the dykes in
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front of them.385 They then moved into position between the North Nova Scotia Highlanders and
the Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Highlanders. The situation was very similar to their initial
reinforcement efforts, as they were under heavy mortar fire in a narrow bridgehead. They were
not so lucky though as they had been under 9 CIB: they “suffered three casualties, one fatal”
while moving into position.386 After consolidating, A Squadron moved into the town of Biervliet,
B Squadron advanced up the left flank to protect the Nova Scotias from counterattack, and C
Squadron continued to hold the ground between the two infantry regiments. 387 The 7th was next
directed to clear out a flooded area between the canal itself and the North Shore Regiment, with
C Squadron leading and B Squadron in support. Once completed, they were reunited with the
vehicles that had not been initially brought over in the Buffalos, bringing them back up to full
armoured strength. 388
Much has been said about the difficult conditions of polder country, but few days
illustrate this as clearly as the 16th of October. B and C Squadron both started at first light
towards their objectives, and had “scarcely gone a thousand yards when they ran into trouble.”389
Artillery was firing at an area in front of C Squadron, delaying a Troop for several hours.
Another Troop was stopped by “encountering water waist deep.”390 The Daimlers could not
traverse through such terrain and wading was slow and cold. Flooding was so extensive that
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upon further investigation, it was determined that part of their objective was actually underwater.
They consolidated and awaited further orders. A third Troop had an objective on top of a dyke,
and so had the benefit of full use of their vehicles. However, they were a visible target, and came
under fire from an 88mm gun. The gun was disabled by a foot patrol with a PIAT. The Troop was
then delayed again by fallen trees.391 Fighting in the Breskens Pocket was both difficult and
dangerous. Natural obstacles greatly impeded the ability of the regiment to utilize their vehicles.
When vehicles could be used, they were obvious targets and quickly drew fire. When vehicles
could not be used, men had difficultly moving through the area, and often risked hypothermia
from long periods of time spent in cold water and sodden clothing. Like the bocage of
Normandy, polder country greatly favoured the defenders, and the German troops were
determined to hold on.
It was during this time that the regiment had a “shocking bit of news.”392 The previous
morning, Lieutenant-Colonel (Acting Brigadier) T. C. Lewis had been reported missing, after he
went to visit a forward company from 8 CIB.393 This habit of going to the front, which had
served him well until this time, both strategically and in gaining favour with the men, was in this
instance fatal. His body was discovered on the 18th by the Regiment de la Chaudiere. 394
According to his driver, who was found seriously wounded nearby, the car had drawn the fire of
a German machine gun nest as it travelled on top of the dykes. Both men jumped from the car
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but quickly came under fire from an artillery barrage. Lewis “was instantly killed.” 395 He was
buried the following morning, with 20 officers in attendance, though “every member of the 17th
wished deeply that they could give that grand man all the military honors which were his due.” 396
Lewis’s qualities as an officer have been much discussed in this work, and need not be repeated
here in order to understand such a sentiment. He was the most decorated member of 7th
Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment at the end of the war, holding a Distinguished Service
Order, a Mention In Dispatches, and a Croix de Guerre avec Palme, a French decoration which
was awarded posthumously “for exceptional war services” in the course of the liberation of
France.397
On the 19th of October, more than a week after being put into the bridgehead—almost
two weeks, if we count the initial attempt to help 7 CIB—the 7th linked up with the British
brigade at Aardenburg.398 By this time, 3 CID had taken over 3000 prisoners.399 7th
Reconnaissance Regiment had brought in their fair share of this portion, and at times had even
guarded the brigade POW cages.400 Significant territorial gains were made throughout the day,
“[a]lmost as a parting salute” to Lewis. 401 Though the day ended with a gap between B Squadron
and C Squadron, this had no negative impact—no counterattacks were made, and the Squadrons
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were able to link up the following day.402 On the 21st, the front was expanded to a five kilometre
width. Standing patrols were sent out along the front. This new position forced the 7th to
frequently go through minefields. This was accomplished “without casualties,” despite one
Troop coming “under a severe concentration of Artillery fire.”403 A planned takeover of the area
by the 52nd Reconnaissance Regiment on the 22nd did not occur. Again, the regiment suffered
no casualties, despite continuing to hold the five kilometre front.404 It is unclear if the lack of
casualties was due to the skill of the 7th in detecting and removing mines and avoiding the notice
of the Germans, or if this was because the German army in the Breskens Pocket had begun to
weaken. It was probably a combination of both.
The lack of usable and simultaneously discreet roads in polder country has already been
discussed. There was one challenge to armoured vehicles however that has not been addressed:
that of speed on the roads that existed. Roads on top of the dykes were often old and not well
paved. Orders on the 23rd stated that “much evidence” existed “that military vehicles [were]
being driven at an excessive rate of speed and in such a manner as to break down the crown of
the road.”405 However, “preservation of rd surfaces” was “of paramount importance.”406 No
wonder either. So few avenues existed for vehicles in polder country that any damage could
dramatically effect the efficiency of First Canadian Army, and not necessarily just in combat.
Antwerp could not be opened for Allied shipping until the estuary was cleared. Supplies had to
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be trucked inland from ports that were sometimes hundreds of kilometres away. Any damage to
roads could impede supply convoys, leaving the army undersupplied. However, by going slow
enough to not damage the roadways, armoured and other vehicles were a significantly easier
target for German guns, being silhouetted on top of the dykes. Like so many aspects of war, the
7th had to find an appropriate middle ground that allowed them to have relative security in
operations, without damaging the integrity of overall army operations, both in combat and
support branches.
The situation remained unexciting through the 24th, except for some minor shelling. On
the 25th, the regiment was divided up to operate again in the capacity of infantry support. C
Squadron moved from Aardenburg to the Queens Own Rifles’ position south of Oostburg, to help
put in the attack there. Meanwhile, A Squadron moved up the left flank to link up with the 52nd
Reconnaissance Regiment.407 Both Squadrons had difficulty with getting their vehicles into
position—most of the ground was flooded, and the roads had been boobytrapped and were under
observation from German artillery positions.408 The night ended with C Squadron operating as
the link between the Chauds and the Queen’s Own Rifles, B Squadron protecting the left flank of
the Chauds, and A Squadron on the very far left. 409 Even when operating as quasi-infantry, the
7th was still limited by the difficult nature of the terrain. Often, they could do no more than
protect the flanks of the infantry regiments or use their mounted guns to help “shoot in” the
infantry.
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This is not to say that the tasks the regiment did during this time were unimportant.
Though slowed or outright static for days at a time, when the 7th were called upon they handled
their objectives well. An example of this was the clearing of the main road into Oostburg on
October 26th, so that a bridge could be erected over Uitwaterings Kanaal. 410 C Squadron was to
operate as the “firm base” for the attack, and act as a communications relay between the
Squadrons and RHQ.411 A Squadron proceeded out from Oostburg and cleared the area to the
southern river bank “without too much difficulty,” reaching the site of the proposed bridge
early.412 B Squadron crossed over a small foot bridge, with orders to clear out a junction between
C Squadron and the Queen’s Own Rifles.413 This was done, and they were lent a wireless vehicle
from C Squadron to “enable them to maintain communications,” as their own wireless vehicle
had been damaged during that assault.414 B Squadron then ran into difficulty. The vehicle
carrying Captain Jesse Whittingham, B Squadron’s A/CO, hit a mine. Whittingham was ejected
from the vehicle, which hit a second mine and flipped onto him, killing him instantly. B
Squadron then came under intense shell fire, but managed to link up with A Squadron at last
light, after clearing the remainder of the road.415 The Royal Engineers duly built the Bailey
bridge required. 416 The death of Captain Whittingham was a blow for the regiment, coming less
than a week after Lieutenant-Colonel Lewis’s death. When compiled with the fact that Major
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MacLean, B Squadron’s normal commander, was in the hospital, this left a serious gap in senior
command in the 7th. Fortunately, this was not reflected in casualty numbers, which did not spike
as they sometimes do after senior command experiences multiple casualties. Enough experience
remained that the 7th were able to continue competently handling their tasks.
The 7th faced heavy opposition again on the 27th, and again encountered difficulties
when using vehicles. B Squadron was patrolling the area between two dykes, and C Squadron
covered three others. German troops had dug into the sides of these dykes, being “very
determined” to hold the area. 417 Since vehicles could largely only be used on top of the dykes,
they were useless in this situation; they had no cover from German troops who were dug into the
sides of the dykes and were well fortified. There was also heavy fog, which limited visibility,
making vehicles more vulnerable to mines and other roadblocks.418 So difficult was the drive to
clear these parallel dykes that “it was decided to launch a proper assault” on the 28th.419
Following an artillery bombardment, B and C Squadrons attacked down a line simultaneously,
using flamethrowers to clear the dug in German positions. Despite “strong and determined
opposition” the assault was completed in the “later afternoon.”420 This two day endeavour
resulted in the capture of approximately 200 German troops, at the cost of three personnel and
two vehicle casualties.421
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The German hold on the area was rapidly being removed. The last major operation
undertaken by the 7th was the attack at Sluis during the final two days of October. A Squadron,
with all of the assault Troops and the “entire Regimental Support Group” plus the regiment’s
self-propelled guns were assigned this critical task.422 Initial patrols quickly ran into trouble at St.
Josephs College, which was held by a large group of enemy. A destroyed self-propelled gun
blocked the road and limited vehicle access to the area, while heavy machine-gun fire pinned
down the approaching Troops.423 First Troop had the only fatal casualty when Corporal A.
MacKenzie was killed by a sniper.424 The regiment “probed and pinpointed enemy positions”
between Winenhorst and Sluis, and concluded that they were not up to the task of handling all
the German resistance in the area. 425 Unlike their time in France, when the German army was
collapsing and the regiment could often manage independently, fighting remained fierce right to
the end of Operation Switchback. The 7th did however contain the enemy while they waited for
reinforcements, so that the assault did not have to be begun again. This was done with
“exhausting probing” which identified the strongest positions and prevented the enemy from
sleeping.426 The regiment was relieved at Sluis by 8th Brigade on the afternoon of the 31st. They
were “thoroughly tired out” and took over standing patrols from the 52nd Recce, a rest which
was gladly received427. The final task done by the 7th in the Estuary on November 2nd was quite
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possibly the last job done “by any troops in the clearing of the Schelde [sic] Pocket.”428 6th
Troop ran patrols along the coast from Breskens to Zeebrugge to check for any overlooked
German positions. They “found no enemy” and the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary came to an
end.429 The 7th, which had been amongst the first to enter the pocket, were the last to leave it.
As before, a report was written at the end of October summarizing the 7th’s experiences
to date. This report found that “throughout the entire Battle of the Scheldt Estuary… the officers
and men… had been called on to play unaccustomed roles.”430 In particular, the regiment had
been drawn on essentially as a slightly understrength infantry unit. Until this time, the 7th had
been “used to going into battle on wheels or tracks,” but “quickly adapted themselves to this
warfare” and were able to act efficiently and accomplish their objectives with only limited or no
use of their vehicles.431 Troop leaders, which had been hit hardest by casualties during the battle,
“seldom had more than one or two hours sleep” as the regiment was active from first to last light,
and then O Groups were held after dark.432 Despite the physical and metal hardships that came
with fighting in the Estuary, the regiment had persevered and generally succeeded in their
objectives. The report noted it was “doubtful” that anyone “really enjoyed the infantry role,” but
the regiment had “held its own” with the infantry brigades regardless.433
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This of course follows with what we have seen of the regiment. From the first landings to
the end of the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary, they had adapted to their roles in new and
unanticipated ways, and seldom—if ever—were slowed by being thrown into a new role. They
had shown they “could act as the far reaching ‘eyes and senses’” of 3 CID in France.434 In the
Scheldt, they showed how they could “work right alongside the Brigades, attacking… on a
‘front.’”435 Such adaptiveness doubtless served them well, and would continue to serve them
well until the end of the war. The regiment though now settled down for the winter; they saw no
further serious action in 1944. The warfare of September and October had significantly differed
from their time in Normandy. 7th Reconnaissance Regiment had adapted. To quote Pavey: “They
always did.”436
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Conclusion

7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment made many significant contributions to First
Canadian Army over the course of the Second World War. Historians have made several
assumptions about armoured reconnaissance during the war. Firstly, that it was a clearly defined
role with established parameters, and they understood how to fill this role. Secondly, that they
did not contribute to infantry or armoured combat. And finally, that they did not have a
significant impact on operations or their outcomes. The actual experience of the 7th strays far
from these assumptions. As we have seen, the 7th had to frequently improvise and invent new
doctrine in order to fill a role that combined reconnaissance and infantry experiences. They were
called upon in an infantry capacity more and more as the war went on, and successfully fulfilled
this duel role.
The 7th’s first battle experience came on D-Day, when they provided a number of contact
detachments for the beach group. These detachments were not to operate in a combat role, but
rather as traffic management directors and communications men, ensuring that all parts of 3 CID
remained in contact with each other, and that Major-General Keller was aware of the situation
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across the entire beachhead. This role kept them away from combat, but still gave them valuable
experience. This experience was then taken to reinforcement training groups, which helped
ensure that as the Normandy Campaign continued, the regiment did not struggle to fill open
positions with the highly specialized operators and troopers it required.
The role of the regiment slowly shifted during their time in Normandy. There were few
opportunities for them to operate on a broad front, and so they were instead used in an infantry
capacity, supporting the brigades as they made attacks on German positions. This allowed them
to gain combat experience, and eventually they developed a unique role in the order of battle,
holding strategic points and preventing enemy forces from consolidating. Initial efforts in this
role were sometimes hampered by brigade or divisional command pulling them off of objectives.
The greater their experience however, the more faith was put in their abilities. The events at the
Laison River during the battle for Falaise showed a regiment that had taken its lessons in infantry
to heart, and were fully capable of operating in a combat capacity to the great benefit of their
division.
The other key lessons of the Normandy Campaign had to do with equipment. Planners
had done their best to equip the regiment for a reconnaissance role, but this was insufficient for
infantry work. More rifles were requested, along with better mounted guns. The armoured cars
used by the regiment were found to be inadequate due to their susceptibility to shrapnel, and
sturdier replacements were requested. These changes were made, allowing the 7th to continue
operating in the more demanding role of quasi-infantry. By the time the Battle of Normandy
came to a close, the 7th had begun to develop their own doctrine that combined reconnaissance
with infantry experience and allowed them to move freely between a support and a combat unit.
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At the end of August, the 7th got the first taste of broad front reconnaissance leading a
divisional advance. Over the course of two weeks, the German army in France collapsed and
pulled back, while II Canadian Corps chased them up the coast. The regiment did broad front
reconnaissance, the role it was originally trained for, for the first time. Their reconnaissance
however was heavily influenced by their experience as infantry in the Normandy Campaign.
New tactics were used extremely effectively over the course of the drive, as the regiment found a
balance between what was required of them and what they had experienced. The 7th also began
to see the rewards of insisting upon high quality officers who could lead from the front, rather
than depending on RHQ for their instructions.
At the end of the drive, the 7th spent nearly a month helping to contain Calais and
Boulogne while the cities were besieged by 3rd Division. During this time, they remained
relatively static. However, they frequently engaged in patrols and in operations against towns in
the vicinity, helping to squeeze out the garrisons in the fortress cities. The most significant
developments at this stage however were not in doctrine or combat contributions, but in
equipment. The fragile Humbers were replaced by the sturdier Daimlers in late September. These
cars were better suited to the combined infantry and reconnaissance role the regiment had
developed over the previous months. They also received flamethrowers, which were used very
effectively during the Battle of the Scheldt Estuary. First Canadian Army recognized the changes
to the regiment’s role, and better equipped it to support these changes.
After Calais surrendered, 3rd Division was moved to the Scheldt Estuary in order to clear
it and open up Antwerp’s port facilities. The estuary was cold, flooded, and extremely difficult to
successfully mount armoured operations in. The 7th was therefore utilized in a purely infantry
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role several times over October, when its vehicles could not be transported or their objectives
were partly flooded and inaccessible. Because of their previous combat experiences, the 7th were
able to make significant contributions to the clearing of the estuary, even when acting without
their vehicles. They had come a long way from the beach contact detachments of June, which
were only to facilitate communications and traffic management. By the end of October, they
were a hardened combat unit that could be used as reconnaissance, as armour, or as infantry.
This examination of armoured reconnaissance has radically change our understanding of
its role in the context of First Canadian Army. Rather than a passive, information gathering unit,
the 7th were often utilized in an active combat role. They developed a doctrine that filled the gap
between infantry and armour, increasing the overall combat efficiency of 3rd Division. This work
has demonstrated patterns of learning exhibited by armoured reconnaissance and explored how
effective these learning patterns were. Infantry and armour have been the focus of many
historians, but examining these supporting units allows for a more nuanced examination of
patterns that existed throughout the army.
There is more research yet to be done on this topic. This thesis covers only four months
of combat, and observed a very limited amount of training done before 1944. This has been
enough to establish patterns of learning in the regiment and disprove many assumptions held
about armoured field reconnaissance. However, a more nuanced understanding could be
developed from a study of the 7th that spanned 1939 through to the end of 1945. Canadian
armoured field reconnaissance was not limited only to 7th Recce either. Each division had a
reconnaissance regiment, and their experiences should be studied comparatively to see if the 7th
were unique, or if they were part of a broader shift in understanding about armoured
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reconnaissance. Even as part of a broad shift, each reconnaissance regiment had different
experiences—4th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment, with 1st Division in Italy, for example,
had a significantly different combat experience than the 7th did in Normandy or the Scheldt. By
understanding more about armoured reconnaissance, we can develop a better understanding of its
role overall in First Canadian Army.
7th Canadian Reconnaissance Regiment played a key role in 3rd Division’s operations in
the Second World War. Originally assigned only to reconnoitre the divisional advance, the 7th
created their own doctrine and evolved into a unique light armoured unit that helped bridge the
gap between infantry and heavy armour. Though they had trained for four years before they saw
combat, the vast majority of their learning was informed by their combat experiences between
June and November 1944. By examining each Squadron independently, we have seen how this
learning was patterned, and how infantry experience informed their combat decisions. These
decisions allowed them to make significant reconnaissance and combat contributions during First
Canadian Army’s operations in Northwest Europe.
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APPENDIX A — Abbreviations
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A/GOC … Acting General Officer Commanding
A/[rank] … Acting [rank]
Ammn … Ammunition
Armd … Armoured
A/tk … Anti-tank
Bde … Brigade
CAB … Canadian Armoured Brigade
CAD … Canadian Armoured Division
CIB … Canadian Infantry Brigade
CID … Canadian Infantry Division
CO … Commanding Officer
Dets … Detachments
Div … Division
Fmns … Formations
GOC … General Officer Commanding
HQ … Headquarters
Inf … Infantry
MG … Machine gun
NCO … Non-commissioned officer
OR … Other Ranks
RAP … Regimental Aid Post
Regt … Regiment
Re-inf … Reinforcements
RHQ … Rear headquarters
Sec … Section
Sqn … Squadron
Tk … Tank
Tpr … Trooper
Vehs … Vehicles
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Appendix B — Maps
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The Battle for Caen and Area, July 8-9
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The Battle for Point 160 and Point 165 (Operation Tractable), August 14
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The Drive Through France Phase I
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The Drive Through France Phase II(a)
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The Drive Through France, Phase II(b)
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The Drive Through France, Phase III

